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Introduction

This guide concentrates on the network of learning skills, processes and competencies that can provide one helpful
answer to the continuing development of better social studies programs in Wisconsin. The prime skills directly related to
studying and understanding the socio-civic sphere as well as the social issues of our times are at the core of the skill-
process approach to the social studies and its related supportive disciplines. These skills and competencies provide
students with the tools to make better sense out of their social environments so as to become better decision- makers.

In addition to identifying social skills that students must learn in elementary school and then improve upon in high
school, the committee has incorporated objectives. test items and activities for your consideration. in all of this work, the
committee has argued that a program based on skill and competencies provides a good foundation on which any social
studies design may build its emphasis and by which it can measure its success.

Thus. the committee believes that the development of a body of basic skills in the social studies program is fully as
imperative as the development of fundamental concepts. Skills and concepts are closely interwoven. One depends upon
the other. Skills unlock new concepts and therefore no skill can be left to chance. Through the use of skills, new
information is received and conceptual change and growth is facilitated. Skills allow the class members to go even deeper
for more information. rendering later performance more efficient. Just as concept development promotes a spiral in
growth of knowledge from kindergarten through grade twelve, so skill development promotes parallel power to manipulate-
and accommodate such growth. .

The nature of social studies requires a broad base of skills. Many reading and study skills are needed to locate.
gather, analyze and organize information. Such skills are requisite in solution of problems and lead to further study and
enrichment. Skills in inter-personal relationships are especially important in participating with others in the solution of
society's probler is. Concepts in geography and history &Irmot be well developed without skill in the use of the map, the
globe. weather instruments, and proper interpretation of chronology and spatial relationship ideas. Unless these skills are
learned and used by classroom members. full value will not be received no matter what instructional material is available.

Skills must be taught and used where there is a functional purpose. A teacher's first business in the social studies
classroom is a knowledge of what skills are needed at a given developmental level in the pupil's growth. and what skills
are related to the selected concepts to be developed at a given cognitive level. Each succeeding semester must reinforce
and extend the basic skills. Thus, cultivating and maintenance of a skill are just as important as its introduction.

While this guide was designed basically for the K-6 social studies program, I would encourage middle school and high
school social studies teachers to become familiar with its contents so as to build upon the ideas initiated herein. Finally,
may I say that the State Social Studies Curriculum Study Committee is interested in any comments that Wisconsin social
studies educators might have relative to this guide, particularly as such comments may help future developments of
curricular and instructional materials.

It is appropriate at this time to thank the members of the sub-committee on skill development for preparing and field
testing the material contained within this booklet.

Donald R. Thompson
Chairperson, Sub-committee

Skill Development, Racine Public Schools
John Popehfus
Kathy McNamara
Jon Hancock
Carols Tatarowlcz
Gary Jaronik

College of Racine
Kenosha Public Schools
Racine Public Schools
College of Racine Student
College of Racine Student

I would also like to extend a special note of appreciation to Mrs. Mary Thompson and to Mrs. Rebecca Diller for help
in the editing and assembling of this guide.

H. Michael Hartoonlan, Ph.D.
Social Studies Specialist
State of Wisconsin
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ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT SKILL DEVELOPMENT
IN THE SOCIAL STUDIES PROGRAM

1t The incidental learning of skills does not produce effecient development of the
skills need in modern society. A comprehensive skill program, planned in general
outline and flexible in application, will encourage systematic as well as incidental
teaching and learning of skills.

2) A planned program for skill development is needed to provide appropriate
gradation of the student's experiences with various.skills.

3; No skill or set of skills is 'learned' M one experience. in one week or even in one
year. Once introduced and understood at the student's current level of maturity.
skills must be used repeatedly and in different situations if they are U. become
presisting parts of the student's equipment. The teaching and learning of skills is a
developmental process.

4) A planned program for the teaching and learning of skills is needed to help the
student make optimum transfer of his or her skill !earnings so that it becomes part
of his or her customary behavior.
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PART ONE

MAP AND GLOBE SKILLS

Direction

Scale

Location

Symbols

Comparison and Inference

ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING MAP AND GLOBE SKILLS

1. That skills learned one year will be reviewed before new skills are introduced.

2.- That each year students extend their skills, building on the skills learned in the past.

3. That students will learn skills more readily if the skills are put into a cultural, historical and environmental context.

4. That these skills become more useful and are more readily acquired when applied to the student's everyday needs
and interests.

5. That teachers will not limit themselves to the activities suggested here in teaching these skills.

6. That the processes used to develop map and globe skills are an important part of the social studies curriculum.*

'See Pad II of this guide.

i
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MAP AND GLOBE SKILLS CHART: KINDERGARTEN

MAJOR SKILL
AREA EXPLANATION Kindergarten

r, ECTICN AAy to client maps and
gicte., ut...- ct card-nal and
-between 1/41,,,,..ct,,,:2.,,:,

t Shows on a globe that
up IS the direction away
from the surface of the
earth
Shows on a globe that
down us the direction
toward the surface of the
earth

3 Correctly uses the
following words dealing
with direction- up-down.
forwaid-backward

SCALE Ability to recognize the scale
of a map and o compute

,slancesi

t Accurately describes the
size and relative position
of objects in his or her
environment by usingthe
following words larger-
smaller. taller-shorter.
higher-lower

LOCATION Ability to locate major
features. both cultural and
natural. in the world Use of
latitude. longtitude. andior
grid systems to identify
specific locations

t Distinguishes between
land masses and water
masses on a globe

SYMBOLS Ability to correctly interpret
dots. 1,nes. fettering. and
color on maps globes and
legends

t Recognizes the globe as
a model of the earth

2 Identifies by color land
and water masses on a
globe.

COMPARISON
AND

INFERENCE

Ability to use information to
make an intelligent hypothesis
which cannot be proved from
information on the map itself
Comparison of two or more
maps to see relationships.
draw conclusions, and form
ilenerairzations

t Determine which land
masses and water
masses seem larger and
which seem smaller
(compared to each
other) e e Compare
relative sizes of land
masses and of water
masses

3



KINDERGARTEN

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Direction

EXPLANATION: Ability to orient maps and globes. Use of cardinal and inbetween directions.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)

1, Shows on a globe that
up is the direction away
from the surface of the
earth.

UP

I

l I 1
A

UP

i
UP

The student should be able to use the
word up correctly in a sentence.

2. Shows on a globe that
down is the direction
toward the surface of
the earth.

DOWN

de
DOWN DOWN

The student should be able to use the
word down correctly in a sentence.

.

3. Correctly uses the
following words dealing
with direction: up-down;
forward-backward.

UP

DOWN Both words in each set should be
taught at the same time.

MrFORWARD S U -BACKWARD

KINDERGARTEN

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Scale

EXPLANATION: Ability to recognize the scale of a map and to compute distances.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)

1. Accurately describes the
size and relative position
of objects in his
environment by using the
following words: larger -
smaller, taller - shorter,
higher - lower.

-

Larger Smaller

Taller Shorter"

These words pertain
to the size of
objects-.

Lower

r

These words pertain
to relative position.

41)
Higher
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ACTIVITY PROCESSES

1 & 2 Use photos or slides from NASA of rockets, spaceships, the earth from
space, etc. to show objects going up (away from earth) and down (towards
earth). Use other illustrations such as see-saws. trees with roots. Ask studenti
to think of things that go up and down in relation to the earth's surface.

Observation
Classifying

3. Use musical games to test students' understanding of words (students act out
calls of forward, backward, up and down) .

Communicking

ACTIVITY / PROCESSES

1. Use illustrations and games; ask students questions requiring them to figure out
the meaning of the words. Example: Ask students to group books or themselves
into categories of larger, smaller and taller, shorter.

5

Observation
Classifying



KINDERGARTEN

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Location

EXPLANATION: Ability to locate major features, both cultural and natural, in the world. Use of latitude, longitude, and/or
grid systems to identify specific locations.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S).

1. Distinguishes between
land masses and water
masses on a globe.

WATER

North
Pole

I

.
ANtAtChCA

South
Pole

LAND

KINDERGARTEN

. MAJOR SKILL AREA: Symbols

EXPLANATION: Ability to correctly interpret dots, lines, lettering,
I

d-color on maps, globes, and legends.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)

1. Identifies by color land
and water masses on a
globe.

Water,

North
Pore

ATICTICelt,
4, NI4,-

NORTH

AMERICA
4141

ATLANTIC

0 CEA N

SOUTH

AMERICA

)

PACIFIC

ii

OCEAN

ANtAllf fICA

South
Pole

Land

All physical globes use the
International Color Code.



ACTIVITY ..` PROCESSES

1. Play a game using various maps showing same land and water masses. Ask
students to identify land and water masses on each map.

Obseryation

ACTIVITY PROCESSES

1. Have students color in land and water masses on a dittoed sketch of a globe.

12
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2. Recognizes the globe as
a model of the earth,.

Nerth
Pose

.SAM ..111W

'

Poo

KINDERGARTEN

MAJOR SKILL AREA Comparison and Inference

EXPLANATION: Ability to use information to make an intelligent hypothesis which cannot be proved from information on
the map itself. Comparison of two or more maps to see relationships, draw conclusions. and form
generalizations.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)

1. Compare relative sizes of
land masses.

2. Compare relative sizes of
water masses.

lo
8
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MAP AND GLOBE SKILLS CHART: GRADE ONE

MAJOR SKILL
AREA EXPLANATION Grade One

VRECTION At4,1? to orient mans and
1:71bes Use of cardinal and
-rboaseen dreciions

-

1 Shows on a globe that
north as the direction
toward the north pole
and south rs the
direction toward the
south pole

2 Identifies the north and
south poles on a globe -

3 Understands differences
between ai map and a
globe.

4, Identifies north and Warn
poles on a world map.

5 Locates on -- globe and
world map four cardinal
deections (NS.E.W)

6. Uses the symbols
N.S.E.W and places them
correctly around the
room.

7 Correctly uses the
following words deahng
with direction: left-right
toward-away across-
around

SCALE Ability to recognize the scale
of a map and to compute
distances

1 Accurately describes the
distance of objects in his
or her environment by
using the fodowing
words: closer-farther, a
long way off-a slick way
off,

-
LOCATION

.

Ability to locate major
features, both cultural and
natural in the world Use of

4atitude.-longlitude. and/or
grid systems to identify
specific locations

1 Distinguishes between
land masses and water
masses on a world map

2 Locates the continent of
North America on a
globe or world map

3 Locate land and water
masses a long way off
from North America and
a short way off,

SYMBOLS Ability to correctly interpret
dots, tines. lettering. and
color on maps. globes. and
Iegends

1. stands that realUnder
objects can be
represented by pictures
or symbols on a map.

2 Identifies the legend on -

various maps.
a Distinguishes between a

map and a globe and
understands that each
symbolizes the world.

COMPARISON
AND

INFERENCE

Ability to use ..information to
make an intelligent hypothesis
which cannot be proved from
information on the map itself
Comparison of two or more
maps to see relationships.
draw conclusions. and form
generalizations.

11



GRADE ONE

MAJOR SKILL AREA: 1:),f-clail

EXPLANATION: AtlIty to or.ent rnn.s and sictes Use of cardnal and intetwee.n directions.

:'SKILLKILL EXAMPLE (S)

1. Shows o a globe that
north is the direction
toward the north pole
and south is the
direction toward the
south pole.

*so, ON4

...i. .441
2 ...1

irgw:";i
,

-a.-4.1.-.._

411111111111111;11-11111111101.*1

t t.
--..... -----

54,e% Pow

2 identifies the north and
south poles on -a globe.

%41isik,
.00424

/1(-..-41t7-4°,7'
' L./V. .

....--

.

A
. ,

\ . i

'
-....._____.-

541,Th. fur.
1/44144

3 Understand differences
between map and globe.

4 Identify north and south
poles on a world map.

5 Locates on a globe and
woad map the four
cardinal directions (north,
south. east. west).

N
-

.03.4'.1,,...r.-',. . 4,-.. ........,-,-- - r .. .4..,
A m ...1, 14"),. e
"WA/ ATLANTIC 3( -r: V " 5 1 A

vAt

/

--::!ar;714: 7 -17r --i--... .:. ,--V
- - .4 "14% . ActicA ,-- ,- ._ .i. rAcmc

PACIFIC "" _. , ,.., .,...: 4 ac,"/
.".-7, --7 4,i...p.c. - ...- :'OCSAS +1

, %Zi OCEAN f ''- (
-.-- a- A, ; I ; ,..__.7 . I 1:414W_r

.
, i.

---*> ,..;,:. ;< .', .
5

.
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ACTIVITY PROCESSES

I

....

& 2 Read stories about people and/or animals and scenerj of the north and
south poles so that students have a context in which to learn the directions
north and south and the location of the poles.

4

e

Observation

-

. .

4. Read stories about people and/or animals and scenery of the north and south
poles so that students have a context in which to learn the directions north and
south and the location of the poles, ,s

Observation

,

5 Look at world maps turned in different directions and have the students place
the letters N. S. E. W on each correctly.

'1 .1

13

Observation -



6 Uses the symbols N. S.
E. W. and places them
correctly around the
room.

The capital letters N. S. E. and W- can be cut out of colored construction
paper or inboard.

7. Correctly uses the
following words dealuig
with directions:- left -right:
toward-away: across-
around.

Both words in each set should be taught at the same time.

GRADE ONE

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Scale

EXPLANATION: Ability to recognize the scale of a map and to compute distances.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)

1. Accurately describes the
distance of objects in
the environment by using
the following words:
closer-farther, a long way
off -a short way off.

Both words in each set should be taught at the same time.

GRADE ONE

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Location

EXPLANATION: Ability to locate major features, both cultural and natural. in the world. use of latitude, longitude, and/or
grid systems to identify specific locations.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)

1. Distinguishes between
land masses and water
masses on a world map.

WATER

4 -,*' del
AFItICA rA'N PACIFIC

PACIFIC i (4, ;
awanc

(3COM NIt

id
14



6. Cut letters N, S. E. W out of construction paper; place correctly around the
room. Next to each put pictures of animals. people or scenery suggesting the
areas (or pictures such as the sun rising in the east and setting in the west).

Observation
Classifying

ACTIVITY PROCESSES

1. Learn by acting out, pictures and/or questions which help students learn the
proper use of the words.

Observation
Inferring

ACTIVITY PROCESSES

1. Students are divided into small groups and are given several maps (different
size or proportions or different amounts of detail shown); within their groups
they work together to color in water masses and land masses (one .color for
water, one for land). Then they locate North America on the map_ On the same
map, they put an X on bodies oriter and land masses a long way off from
North America and a 0 on land and water masses close to North America.

19

15

Observation
Classifying



2. Locates the continent of
North America on a
globe or world map.

TiCerw
Pa*

. -L.
41.

511.4
Pc.tt

a

AMERICA

3. Locate land and water
masses a long ways off
and a short ways off
from North America.

GRADE ONE

MAJOR SKILL AREA Symbols

EXPLANATION: Ability to correctly interpret dots, lines, lettering, and color on maps, globes, and legends.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)

1. Understands that real
objects can be
represented by pictures
or symbols on a map. RAILROAD TRACK

....00/..
RIVEN LAKE

2. Identifies the legend on
various maps.

The student is asked only to identify the map legend, not interpret it.

`h 0

16



2 & 3 Students are divided into small groups and are given several maps (different
size or proportions or different _amounts of detail shown); within their groups
they work together to color in water masses and land masses (one color for
water. one for land). They locate North America on the map. On the same
map, they put an X on bodies of water and land masses a long way off
from North America. and a 0 on land and water masses close to North
America.

Observation
Classifying

ACTIVITY PROCESSES

1. Give students a list of words or pictures which illustrate certain words
(mountains, grassland, lakes, rivers. etc.) and ask students to make up symbols
for each word. Think up symbols for the North and South Poles which relate
to environment or animal life at each.

Communicating

7
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3. Distinguishes between a
map and a globe and
understand that each
symbolizes the world or
part of it.

r
as

CANADA',"

cLINIIIED STATES t

18



3. Make a map and a globe (paper mache) and identify differences between the
two. What are the advantages of each?.



MAP- AND GLOBE SKILLS CHART: GRADE TWO

MAJOR SKILL
AREA. EXPLANATION Grads Two

DTPECTION

.

Abcity to orient mopl and
-'...tKf U" fl cardrrial and
I.-tweet/ C f....._ctIccs

1

2

3

5

6

identifiesthe riquator_on--
- a world !nap or globe

Shows on a globe or
world mip that the
equator :divides the earth
into a northern and
southern hemisphere.
Uses loin' cardinal
directions to identify
ptaces (Islands. towns.
etc) relative to Racine.
Wisconiin.
Use N.S.E.W outside
school budding Correctly
Correctly uses the
following words dealing
with directions: clockwise
and counterclockwise
Demonstrate with globe
the earths rotation.

SCALE Ability to recognize the scale
of a map and to compute
distances

t

2

3

Measures distance in the
neighborhood by blocks
from dome to school to
the biestation. to the
store. etc
Realizes that long
distances in the
neighborhood or city
distances on a map,
RecOgnizes that states
are smaller than counties.

LOCATION Ability to locbte motor
Ne a t u res. both cultural and

natural. in the world Use of
latitude. longtitude. andror
grid systems to identify
specific locations

4

t

2

3

1

2

3

4

6

Locates and identifies the
United States on a world
;map and globe
Locates Wisconsin on a
map of the United
Stales
Locates islands on a
map or globe

Recognizes that a symbol
may be a drawing. a
color, or a pattern.
Understands that maps
symbolize places arfcr =
symbolically give
information
Identifies the shapes of
states, countries.
Understands that symbols
may or may not look
like that which they
symbolize.
Locates cities on various
maps.
Correlates shadings of
the International Color
Code with elevation.

SYMBOLS Ability to correctly interpret
dots. lines. lettering, and
color on maps. globes. and
legends

COMPARISON
AND

INFERENCE

Ability to use information to
make an intelligent hypothesis
which cannot be proved from
information on the map itself
Comparison of two or more
maps to see relationships.
draw conclusions. and form
generalizations

t Locate Madison on two
maps of different scales.
Compare the distance ,

(scale) between two
cities on one map with
the other

21



GRADE TWO

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Direction

EXPLANATION: Ability to orient maps and globes. Use of cardinal and inbetween directions.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)
, .

1. Identifies the equator on
a world map orglobe.

.

I

Nam.. Polo

i
t.. I

1Ted..
.-:..

::,-
5... PO*

. 2. Shows on ,a globe or
worid map that the
equator divides the earth
into a northern and a
southern hemisphere.

North Pe*

.lc ,.-sr-,--
' ---- ' X,.-

NORTHERN 1 , ..;,-.. N HEMISPHERE-ft,/
- ..-

.41%.10.1:1;04.0!

sf.gh po.

SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE

3. Use tour cardinal
directions to identify
places relative to Racine,
Wisconsin. -

;

.

4. Use N. S. E. W outside
school building correctly,

Take students outside to identity directions.

5. Correctly uses the
following words -dealing
with direction: clockwise
and counterclockwise.

-

1 a

...

- '.
-

,

.11 .

CLOCKWISE COUNTERCLOCKWISE-. .
To go around something while keeping it at all times on one's 'right is to
go around clockwise, whereas to travel around the same object while it
remains on one's left is to go around counterclockwise,

6. Demonstrate with a
globe, the direbtion of
the earth's rotation.

.

.

c-
4 %)

22
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ACTIVITY PROCESSES

1. Make a paper mache model of the world that comes apart at the equator.
Discuss origin of the word equator (equal) to help get across the idea that it
divides the world in half.

Observation

2. Have students locate the north and south poles on their model; discuss origin or
word hemisphere (again referring to halves), label northern and southern
hemisphere on map.

t

--,---,..\

Observation

3. Think of all the ways north. South, east and west are used everyday (street
signs, sections of town, stories, songs, weather reports on TV). List places in
Wisconsin that students have or would like to visit, locate on map of Wisconsin
and identify. direction from your town. Play a game that involves looking at a
map of Wisconsin, describing a place in one or two sentences, and asking other
students to identify the direction from Racine, for example, and the place.

Classifying
- Observation

Inferring
%

\

4. First take students outside and identify N, S. E, W. Then, indoors. ask them to
fill in a dittoed map labeling one or two landmarks in each - direction.

----- _

Obiervation

5. Play a musical game on a ,big outline of a clock.

.

Observation

P

,
or .

2 t i ,..

23
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GRADE TWO

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Scale

EXPLANATION: Ability to recognize the scale of a map and to compute distances.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)
-

.

1. Measures distance in the
neighborhood by blocks
from home to school, to
the fire station. to the
store. etc.

A chart could be
constructed indicating
the distance in blocks
(miles) tach student
lives from school.

f=

,

SUE

GILL

TOM

i

5 10

'LOCKS

15

.

2. Realizes that long
distarkes in the
neighborhood or city can

- be -represented by short
distances on a map.

,
..

A simple neighborhood map could 'be drawn on the chalkboard indicating
long neighbsOlood distances are actually short distances on a map.

-

,

;
3. Recognize that states are .

smaller than countries.
..

.. '
./

'
p

GRADE: TWO

'MAJOR SKILL AREA: L6cation

.1 -
EXPLANATION: Ability - ,to locate major features, both cultural and natural, in the world. Use of latitude, longitude. and/or

grid systems to identify specific locations.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)

.1. Locates and identities=
the United 'Stales on a
world 'map and globe.

7

C.

2

UNITED STATES



ACTIVITY . PROCESSES

1. Have students walk various distances and make maps to record these distances. Measuring
Communicating

2. Have students walk various distances and make maps to record these distances. Measuring
Communicating

3. Cut out shapes of Wisconsin and one or two other states. Fit into a, cutout of
the United. States.

Observation

ACTIVITY PROCESSES

1. Give students an outline of the world and ask them to cut out shapes of the
United States and Wisconsin in different colors and paste properly on outline
map.

'5

`46
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Observation



2_ Locates Wisconsin and
Racine on a map of the
United States.

3. Locates islands on a
map or globe.

4. Understand that symbols
may or may not look
like that which they
symbolize.

Symbols which do:

4
TREES (FOREST)

Symbols which do not:

®

CITY

GRADE TWO

MAJOR SKILL AREA Symbol

EXPLANATION: Ability to correctly interpret dots, lines, lettering, and color on maps. globes, and legends.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)

1. Recognizes that a symbol
may be a drawing, a
color, or a pattern.

4 RED

DRAWING COLOR

2 u
26

PATTERN



2 Grife students an outline of the world and ask then to cut out shapes of the
United States and Wtsconson in different colors and paste properly on outline
map.

Observation

3. Read stories characterizing some of the islands and their location; have students
try to find them on the map from the description and their knowledge of north,
south, east and west.

Inferring

4. Look at a map with a number of different symbols on it; ask students to group
those which look somewhat like that which they symbolize, and those which
don't look like that which they symbolize.

Observation

ACTIVITY PROCESSES

1. Hold up drawings, colors and patterns and ask students what they suggest to
them. Ask students to make up symbols for railroads, etc, Help students
distinguish between ordinary pictures and symbols.

yJ
27

Observation
Inferring



2. *Understand that snaps
symbolize places and
symbolically give
information (rainfall) .

3. Learn to .identify the
shapes of specific states
and countries.

4 Locates cities on various
maps.

AI

The student is asked only to locate cities, not identify them.

5. Correlates shadings of
the International Color
Code with elevation.

MA SHOWN

ORANGE

YELLOW

LT. GREEN

MO. GREEN

DK. GREEN

Ow
10.000

5 - 10,0

- SAN

1 -2.00

500 - 1,

0 - SOO

Most physical maps use the International Color_Code.

10

000

R.

The student should become aware that different colors indicate different,
elevations on a map. At this grade level colors and the corresponding
elevation should NOT be memorized.

GRADE TWO

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Comparison and Inference

EXPLANATION: Ability to use information to make an intelligent hypothesis which cannot be proved from information on
the map itself. Comparison of two or more maps to see relationships, draw conclusions, and form
generalizations.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)

1, Locate Madison and
Milwaukee on two maps
of different scale;
compare distances
(scale) between the two
on each map.

S i
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2 & 3 Cut out and/or draw on ditto shapes of Wtsconsil. the United States and
other states and nave students identify. Cut out different sizes of Wisconsin
and group with states of other shapes. Ask students to pick out all the
shapes that symbolize Wisconsin.

ObserVation

4. Put in the context of news headlines or places people have visited.

5. Have students color in a simple map of an area which they cart also see the
topography (photos. etc) so they get a sense of the meaning of elevation.

Observation

ACTIVITY PROCESSES

1. Use the overhead projector and ask students why the distances seem different
and if they really are.

IF

32
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GRADE TWO

SUMMARY PROJECT

This-is your first chance to walk home on your own. Explain in what chrection you would go. Now long would it take you.
Describe another route you could take-and how long it wou;d take. Draw a map so that your friend could find his/her way
to your home from school. Put symbols on the map which wiN help your friend (landmarks. danger signals. etc.).



MAP AND GLOBE SKILLS CHART: GRADE THREE

MAJOR SKILL
AREA EXPLANATION

.-
Grade Throe

DIRECTION Ability to orient maps and
globes Use of card:nal and
InLetween C.recvic..rit:

Locates continents.
islands. and takes on 'the
globe or world map with
reference to the equator

on a globe and
world map the inbetween
directions (NE. SE. NW.
SW)

(e.g. north of it or south
of it).

5 Constructs a simple
school or neighborhood

2 Shows on a world map
or globe that the prime

map which is properly
oriented to a direction

meridian divides the
earth into an eastern and
western hemisphere_

6 Tells the cardinal
direction of tine place
from another

Identify which is which.
3 Uses the north arrow on

a map as a direction
finder_

SCALE Ability to recognize the scale
of a map and to compute
distances

1 Expresses time as related
to distance. relative time
it takes traveling from
home to school. to the

4 Makes simple large scale
maps of a familiar area.
classroom. neighborhoOd.
etc

fire statioo. to the store.
etc

5 Explains that a globe is
a model of earth, but

2 Recognizes the similarity
between an area first
introduced on a globe
and the same area
shown on a map

sometimes a map can be
more useful than a globe
because it can show
details and can be
folded.

3 Recognizes that cities.
states. countries.
continents are different
sizes.

LOCATION Ability to locate major
features, both culturat and
natural, in the world, Use of

1 Construct a simple_
school map locating
specific places on it.

4

5

-Locates rivers on a map
and globe,
Calls the earth's largest

latitude. longtitude. and/or
grid systems to identify
specific locations.

2 Locates and identifies the
three big oceans_
Atlantic. Pacific and

land areas continents.
and the earth's largest
water areas oceans.

Indian 6 Locates and distinguishes
3 Locates Lake Michigan

on a globe or world
map

between states and cities
on a map of the United
States.

SYMBOLS Ability to correctly interpret
dots. tines. lettering, and
color on maps. globes. and

Interprets legend and
identifies capital cities on
a population map.

3 interprets basic map
symbols, -.

.
legends 2 Makes maps of simple

familiar areas and uses
symbols to represent
desks. houses etc.

COMPARISON
AND

INFERENCE

Ability to use information to
make an intelligent hypothesis
which cannot be proved from
information on the map itself
Comparison of two or more
maps to see relationships.
draw conclusions, and form
generalizations.

1

2

Infers from k map or
maps why cities are
located where they are,
Compares symbols on
one map to those on
another.

.
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GRADE THREE

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Direction

EXPLANATION: Ability to orient -maps and globes. Use of cardinal and inbetween directions.

SKILL EXAMPLE(S)

1. Locates continents.
islands. and lakes on the
globe or world map with
reference to the equator
(e.g. north of it or south
of it).

ISIUUID
(S. OF TIE
EQUATOR)

2. Shows on a world map
or globe that the Prime
Meridian divides .the
earth into an eastern
and western hemisphere.

WESTERN HEMISPHERE EASTERN HEMISPHERE

3. Uses the north arrow on
a map as a direction
finder.

N

W -11j(k- E

4. Locates on a globe and
world map the inbetween
directions (N.E.. S.E.
N.W.. S.W.)



ACTIVITY PROCESSES

1. Read short stories or descriptions of countries. etc. In some cases, based on
the information in the stories, have students determine whether the continent is
in the northern or southern hemisphere. Then locate on map.

1

Observation
Inferring

2. Make a paper mache globe which comes apart at the prime meridian. Label the
eastern and western hemisphere, Name one country in each.

Observation

4. Color a map for the in-between directions (a different color for each section) .
Name one country in each direction.

JP
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5. Constructs a simple
school or neighborhood
map which is properly
oriented to a direction.

AVENUE

STORE

SCHOOL

0
3M
- 4

- 4

MY HOUSE

6 Tells the cardinal
direction of one place
from another.-,

New York- is east of Kansas City_

GRADE THREE

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Scale

EXPLANATION: Ability to recognize the scale of a map and to compute distances.

SKILL EXAMPLE(S)

1. Expresses time as
related to distance:
relative time it takes
travelinf: from home to
school, to the fire
station, to the store, etc.

A chart could be constructed indicating the amount of time it takes for
each student to travel to school.

SUE

SILL

TOM

3i
34
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MINUTES

15



I
r

6. On a school map that is constructed, describe the cardinal direction of one
place to another.

Observation

ACTIVITY PROCESSES

1, On the map constructed for directional skills or on map for Scale #4. write in
the time it takes walking, riding a bike, and driving from school to several
different places (home, store, friend's home, etc.) .

8 :3

35
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2. Recognizes the similarity
between an area first
introduced on a globe
and the same area
shown on a map.

Nor=
PO4

GLOSE MAP

3. Recognize that cities,
states and countries are
often different sizes but
some cities can be as
large as other states
(but not larger than
states in which they are
located).

CITY OF MILWAUKEE

POPULATION 717,510

STATE OF WYOMIFIG

POPULATION: 332,415

Illustrate with population and area or whatever examples-best
fit throughout the world.

4. Makes simple large scale
maps of a familiar area,
classroom, neighborhood,
etc.

AVENUE

SCHOOL

STORE

40°"
MY HOUSE

2

-4

Some attempt should be made by the students to recognize
scale on the maps thay have drawn.

36
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2. Show picture map of people from both the same and
the same place in different amounts of time via different means
transportation. Figure out the number of miles each distance is. providing
information on how far one can .go in a certain amount of time via certain
transportation.

different points going to
of

Measurin
Commun

:7,

3. Cut out shapes of countries, states and cities to fit into a map of ttie world to
see the relative sizes of each. Answer questions such as: why
is city larger (in area) than the state of Rhode Island (for
example)? Or, why is the country of smaller than the state of
California (for example)? Students should draw upon theif knowledge of climate,
location, etc. to answer.

0.,

o

Observation
Inferring

I, 7

4

it 9
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5. Explains that a globe is
a model of the earth.
but sometimes a map
can be more useful than
.a globe because it can
show details and can be
folded. r

48. .
UNITED stAzis

MAP GLOW

GRADE THREE
.0

NAJORSKILL AREA: Location

EXPLANATION: Ability to locate major features, both cultural and natural, in the world. Use of latitude, longitude. and/or
grid_systems to identify specific locations.

SKILL EXAMPLES (S)

1. Construct a simple
school map locating
specific places on it.

Construct a simple map
of a classroom, locating
people in the class by
using a grid system.

OFFICE CLASSROOM

GYM

Bill is located at-2A, Jim is located at 3B; etc.

38



2_ Locates and identifies
the three big oceans:
Atlantic, Pacific. and
Indian. ATLANTIC

PACIFIC

3. Locates Lake Michigan
on a globe or world
map. LAKE MICHIGAN

4. Locates rivers on a map
and globe.

MAP SYMBOLS

RIVER

5. Calls the earth's largest
land areas continents.
and the earth's largest
water areas oceans.

The student is asked only to call the earth's largest land areas continents
and the earth's largest water areas oceans, not to identify them.

6. Locates and distinguishes
between states and cities
on a map of the United,
States

There are many cities in a state, There are fifty states in the United
States, The United States is a country.

4-c-
40



2. a & 4_ Point -to bodies of water on maps. Head or tell stories about these bodies of
water; read descriptions of animal fife, ecology, how they are useful to
humans. Ask questions such as: If you wanted to get from one to another,
how would you go? How long would it take (figure out miles from one to
another)? Which is closest to Lake Michigan? Which is farthest?

Observation
Measuring

_Inferring

6. Identify a few states and cities that are in the news, headlines, discuss the
issues, locate on map and speculate about the connection between their location
and the related news item (oil spill off the coast Of- a city in California for
example).

4 -3

41

Observation
Inferring

,.-
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GRADE 'THREE

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Symbols

EXPLANATION: Ability to correctly interpret dots. lines. lettering. and color on maps. globes, and legends.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)

1. Interprets legend and
identifies capital cities on
a population map.

CITIES
rabulalqw by **ben:00(01o. Ale&

244-1.4

A 540fel. *0.'464

5., `Lasas,
MAP LEGEND

2. Makes maps of simple
familiar areas and uses
symbols to represent
desks, houses, etc.

NOOSES

DOD
DESKS

3. Interprets basic map
symbols. o 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

CITY

RIVER

44
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LAKE

RAILROAD TRACK



)CTIVJTY PROCESSES

2. Combine with direction and scale maps.

3. Use Hash cards to interpret, then go to maps and read.

XV

4 ;_i

43
=

Observation
Inferring



GRADE THREE

MAJOR SKILL AREA Comparison and Inference

EXPLANATION: Ability to use information to make an intelligent hypothesis which cannot be proved from information on
the map itself. Comparison of two or more maps to see relationships. draw conclus;ons. and form
generalizations.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)

1, Infers from a map or
maps why cities are
located where they are.

This city is located
near a railroad and a
source, of water
transportation.

2. Compare symbols on one
map to those on
another.

4 u
44



ACTIVITY PROCESSES

I. Combine with location skill 16. Begin to learn some Wisconsin
history (why Eau Claire developed: Rice Lake. Milwaukee. etc.).

Inferring
Interpreting
Data

2. Ditto maps and have students circle symbols for each map that are the same
using different colors for each symbol -(RR on all maps will be circled with
black for example). List symbols that are different (cities on one map may be
designated by a circle, on another by a square).

Observation

4i

45



GRADE THREE

SUMMARY PROJECT

Have students plan a trip to another city in another state. locate it on amap. determine how long it.will take to get there.
what direction one has to go to get there. what the-climate and geography Is like. why it grew up where it did, what are the
main ways people make a living there: make up symbols which tell something about the city; determine how close it Is to
the capital city, to bodies of water, mountains; what forms of recreation are available.

ANSWER: If you could change the city in any way, how would you and why?

43
46



MAP AND GLOBE SKILLS CHART: GRADE FOUR

MAJOR SKILL
AREA EXPLANATION Grade Four

DIRECTION Ability to orient maps and
globes Use cf cardinal and

1 Locates countries. cities,
and lakes on a globe or

3 Orients all maps correctly
to the north.

inbetween directions world map with reference
to the prime meridian
(e.g. east of it or west
of it) .

4 Designates specific areas
of a country, state or
city by accurately using
the cardinal and/Or

2_ Locates continents. inbetween directions
islands. etc. on globe or
world map with reference
to whether they are in

5 Follow highways on a
road map, north-south
and east-west.

the eastern or western
hemisphere

6 Tells the direction on
one place from another,

.

SCALE V Ability to recognize the scale
of a map and to compute

1 Identifies the scale of
miles on a map

4 Recognizes the same
map area when drawn to

distances 2 Estimates. under the different scale
guidance of a leather.
distance between places
by using the scale of
miles on a map.

5 Understands that large-
scale maps show more
detail than small-scale
maps

3 Recognizes that a globe
shows a distance, size.
and shape more
accurately.

LOCATION I Ability to locate mayor
features. both cultural and
natural. in the world. Use of
latitude, longlitude and/or

1 Locates the Arctic and
Antarctic Circles. Tropic
of Cancer. Tropic of
Capricorn and the

4 Locates and distinguishes
between continents and
countries on a world
map or a globe.

grid systems to identify
specific locations

i Equator on a world map
or globe.

5 Defines and locates
Temperate and Torrid

2 Locates mountains
and /or mountain ranges

Zones on a world map
or globe_

on a map or globe. 6 Locates the continents of
3 Defines and locates

peninsulas on a map or
globe

North and South America
on a world map or
globe.

-,.

SYMBOLS Ability to correctly interpret
dots. lines. lettering. and
color on maps. globes. and
legends

1

2

Reads the titles of
particular maps. ,
Interprets map legend for
a particular purpose (e.g.

3. Identifies and
distinguishes between
couilly. state, and
national boundary lines.

the amount of rainfall at
a given location, the
population of cities, etc.)

4. Locates and identifies
highways on various
maps.

COMPARISON Ability to use information to 1. Recognizes that there are 4 Realizes that Northern
AND make an intelligent hypothesis many kinds of maps for and Southern Hemisphere

INFERENCE which cannot be proved from many uses, and selects seasons are opposite.
information on the map ilsell.
Comparison of two or more

the best map for the
purpose at hand.

5 Correlates temperature
with latitude and

maps to see relationships. 2 Identifies an occupation elevation.
draw conclusions. and form
generalizations

that requires the use of
maps.

6_ Translates geographic
data into simple bar

3 Understands that the only
true representation of the
earth is a globe.

graphs. .

4 zi
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GRADE FOUR

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Direction

EXPLANATION: Ability to orient maps and globes. Use of cardinal and inbetween directions.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)

1. Locates countries. cities.
and lakes on a globe or
world map with reference
to the prime meridian
(e.g. east of it. or west
of it.)

COUNTRY
N (East ot the

LAKE (West of - ocarl Prime Meridian)
Km Prime Miwidian) ' --"" 4'!,,Tc,.. \ -

ASIA
; """c".. A7141 WIC '14.'''',..17-.4.-

*2.- 7:t. .77- ; ; ,' '.\...iv ,-..-.7,-
PACIFIC 4...... --::.; ove4vc

ttiotAN ; Alr c ..
OCEAN A.411A. , Ir.

' CCIA% Ar*
. " ,...

't l' ' i',a, (-,
-1..

..... - -
.'s.,4 ...,..c, --.--1,-.

S PRIME MERIDIANCITY
(West ot the
Prime Meridian)

2. Locate continents.
islands. etc. on a globe
or map with reference to
whether they are in the
eastern or western
hemisphere.

3. Orients all maps correctly
to the north.

The student should be able to orient the map so that north on the map
corresponds with true north in the classroom.

4. Designates specific areas
of a country, state, or
city by accurately using
the cardinal and/or
inbetween directions.

ASHLAND

EAU
CLAIRE

GREEN DAY

LACROSSE

RACINEBELOIT eIrrm
a :.

5, Follow highways on a
road map - north/south
and east/west highways.

.

Use Wisconsin Road Map

5 9
,

48



ACTIVITY PROCESSES

1 & 2 Read stories and descriptions that refer to easterners and westerners. Locate
the specific country that the people you read about are from. Discuss
prejudices and stereotypes about easterners and westerners (within the United
States and throughout the world). Use maps, slides, pictures to give students a
sense of the differences between east and west culturally and environmentally.
Ask students in what way the stereotypes and/or prejudices about easterners
and westerners are connected with the physical and cultural geography of the
hemisphere or region (Example: ten gallon hats on westerners because of the
hot sun, not much shade.)

Observatia.
inferring`

4. Talk about regions of Wisconsin in terms of Wilconsin history- (which was
settled first by Indians, by White people, etc.)

Observation

5, Follow a highway'map of Wisconsin to places studying for Wisconsin history, or
places have or would like to visit. Put in terms of taking a trip and describe
how to get there to a friend.

5 I.

49

Observation
Measuring
Communicating



6 Tells the direction pf one
place from another.

Kansas City is West of New York:
Atlanta is Southwest of New York.
The student should be able to use both cardinal and
inbetween directions accurately. .

GRADE FOUR

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Scale

EXPLANATION: Ability to recognize the scale of a map and to compute distances.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)

1. identifies the scale o f
miles on a map.

SCALE Of A411115
O 500 1000111=1

Plogone(Gpifills
OMB Chios

- Us% Ilogna W

2. Estimates, under the
guidance of a teacher.
distances between places
by using the scale of
miles on a map.'

San Francisco

Scale of MilesIII!
0 500 1000 1500 200C

The distance between San Francisco and Denver is
approximately 1000 miles.

r)
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6 Use the same map and -places as in 115 and tell the directions from one -.city or

town to another.

Observation

ACTIVITY PROCESSES

1 & 2 Use the same highway map as in Directionil skills and estimate the distance
in miles to various locations and how long it might take to get there by car.

v.

51
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3. .Recognize that a globe
shows distance, size, and
shape more accurately
than a flat map.

4. Recognizes the same
map area when drawn to
different scale.

el

0

. Understands that large-
scale maps show more
detail than small-scale
maps.

All flat maps distort the part of
the earth they shim. The
larger the surface area they try
to show, the greater the
distortion.

Gulf of Mexico

.Caribbean
Sea '

f

52
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4 & 5 Compare highway map and a map in an atlas of Wisconsin. Look at a
specific area that students are studying for Wisconsin history on a small scale
map. Have them focus on a smaller area and-try to draw a larger scale

-map based on the small scale map and on information they have learned in
studying the area.

LARGER SCALE "(more detail)

53

Observation
Inferring
Predicting



GRADE FOUR

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Location

EXPLANATION: Ability to locate major features. both cultural and natural. in the world. Use of latitude. longitude. and. or
grid systems to identify specific locations.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)

1. Locates the Arctic and
Antarctic Circles. Tropic
of Cancer. Tropic of
Capricorn. and the
Equator on a world map
or globe. EQUATOR

ARCTIC CIRCLE

N TROPIC OF CANCER

jr .+4...
1 14 .110. ,P A SIA

"4 WA rt.A.rsc
I. j..;

cCA,
Urit4Nf

PACIFIC

ACI (IC s. 4
--11rIADIAA

0 CEA S
OCSA

o so

ANTARCTIC CIRCLE

TROPIC OF CAPRICORN

2. Locates mountains
and/or mountain ranges
on a map or globe.

3. Defines and locates
peninsulas on a map or
globe.

--

PENINSULA: A piece of land almost surrounded (on 3 sides)
by water.

54



ACTIVITY PROCESSES

1 - 6 Read about environment, plant and animal life of each place: before
identifying the place, ask students to try to figure out where (at least in
terms of hemispheres) this place is located. Locate on maps. Show pictures
and slides of mountain ranges; locate on regular map and on a relief map.
Ask students to compare and contrast places that are in the same and in
different hemispheres.

5 i

55
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4. Locates and distinguishes-
between continents and
countries on a world
map or globe.

5. Defines and locates
Temperate and Torrid
Zones on a world map
or globe.

Temperate

N
:,-,... .

17 "'S
- r

3_ *prig
ASIA 44 .1

" 0?"" T f°

ill .s am,s
OCE.AN °CiAPI

ANT AtCTICA
a

TEMPERATE ZONE: The area or region between the Tropic of Cancer
and the Arctic Circle and between the Tropic of Capricorn and the
Antarctic Circle.

TORRID ZONE: The area or region between the Tropic of Cancer and
- the Tropic of Capricorn.

6. Locates the continents of
North and South America
on a world map or
globe.

0 .1
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GRADE FOUR

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Symbols

EXPLANATION: Ability to correctly interpret dots. Imes. lettering. and color on maps. globes, and legends.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)

1. Reads the titles of
particular maps. WORLD CLIMATE -MAP

TYPES OF CLIMATE

, at..7 011.0 11111 leAd 00s

thy Ci6"04 Snow. Chomo.

rem.

Avareolots.

NATURAL
VEGETATION

-5.:. Feist
Olkse Fenn%

G....1..d Tirees

Geeolawle

OfrmA Vorollehea,

CANADA
.it Its

'rim=

M.... 4.%1,..

2. Interprets map legend for
a particular purpose (e.g.
the amount of rainfall at
a given location, the
population of cities, etc.)

AVERAGE ANNUAL
PRECIPITATION

*".1 Less Oka. 10 mama

7-110 to 20 on410440 20 N 40 moth,*

Ell401. 50 gnats

MIN... thew 50 mches

cafes
PoPutabon by meiropoirtan area

II...SWOOK

41 001400400SWOW4

500000. DSC

eCdeI

5.4 tI41
01. .0%

MAP LEGEND

3. Identifies and
distinguishes between_
county, state, and
national boundary lines.

, 1.44

COUNTY BOUNDARY LINES

! 6rois
fivrot

tWI"
-.1

I 1 ". ventlis.......#;

'11".."` C"71"r--1Litnrsss

!Sews
, ;_i" :::--.......-41"

taw.:,...... 4t law iwe

.0r
AZI.3

.MY,
. 1 V VW*
til 0, '

1 _TIMM

wrtor

*never

STATE BOUNDARY LINES

5 3
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ACTWITY PROCESSES

E. 2 Put in the context of Wisconsin history. Dig up old lumbering and mining
maps as well as recent maps which show different aspects of Wisconsin
(Dairying). Have students interpret maps,

Observation

NATIONAL BOUNDARY LINES

CAP:AD ay,/

; 77'c.
SfAfES cUNITED

. CAe
fJ 1.

*VISA

6)

59



4_ Locates and identifies
highways on various
maps.

GRADE FOUR

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Comparison and Inference

EXPLANATION: Ability to use information to make an intelligent hypothesis which cannot be proved from information on
the map itself. Comparison of two or more maps to see relationships, draw conclusions, and form
generalizations.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)

1. Recognizes that there are
many kinds of maps for
many uses, and selects
the best map for the
purpose at hand.

CITIES
1.090110o by torlf02014sn IMP

s *Do ow

too onto.S0onso0

A SOO MO so. 1:07

e Cy..
So.don Cara.

0 CA.*

MAP LEGEND

AVERAGE ANNUAL
PRECIrITAT1ON

Um. sea 10 lath*.

10 to 20 Wawa

21. SO :mhos

1111 40h. SO imams

111. Own Own SO maws

LAND USE
GwOng

Tennityp

11111 ~Wry.

Vaal Lend

Alleifse lOnamenOwing
Confers

2. Identifies an occupation
that requires the use of
maps.

The student should be able to identify an occupation in which
maps play a vital role (i.e. airline pilot, ship's captain. truck
driver, police department. travel agent, etc.).

3. Understands that the
only true representation
of the earth is a globe.

N0.1h
Pole

PACIFIC

NORTH

l MCA*" ATLANTIC
(-"'"-"S

OCEAN
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OCEAN
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4 Combine Ivith Directional skills activity regarding highway maps. Observation

ACTIVITY PROCESSES

1. Ask questions about Wisconsin history and/or current events: have students look
at and/or draw maps to answer the questions (Example: Now much of
Wisconsin was forested in the 1600's? or Where did most of the milk strike
activity take place in 1967-68?).

Observation
Interpreting
Data

3. Look at pictures from space to understand why.

61

Observation



4 Realizes that northern
and southern hemisphere
seasons are opposite.

Pcsors Pie.

At ,.;S- :....
NORTHERN i D

-1.;,";
HEMISPHERE

ss..c% p..

SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE

5. Correlates temperature
with latitude and
elevation.

Generally speaking. as latitude (distance north or south of the
equator, measured in degrees) and elevation (height above sea
level, measured in feet) increase. temperature decreases.

6. Translates geographic
data into simple bar
graphs.

..

MONROE

HUDSON

WAUSAU

100 200 300

MILES FROM RACINE
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4_ Color in a map showing this play a game testing students understanding of
this,

Observation

5. Study animal and plant life in connection with this skill. Observation

,

r4,
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GRADE FOUR

SUMMARY PROJECT

Look at an early map of Wisconsin (when most of the land was forested and Indians lived in Wisconsin) a map just
before the Civil War, a map of today (teacher may have to draw Asp maps based on knowledge of Wisconsin history).
Students Will study these maps as a way of reviewing skills and in terms of understanding Wisconsin history.

PROBLEM: From comparing each map, what conclusions can you draw about:

1. Changes that have occurred in Wisconsin. particularly with respect to land use and population growth.

2. The kinds of people who have settled in Wisconsin. and why difrerent groups settled in different areas.

3. Major problems that have faced people in Wisconsin over the years.

4. Who has owned most of the land in Wisconsin at the time each map shows.

5. Natural resources of Wisconsin and how they've been used, conserved.

6. Where you'd most like to live and why; also in what period of time.

7. Why cities grew up where they did.

If the maps you have do not show all this information, have students look it up in books orty talking with people, and
then draw a map with symbols showing more information (Example: if the maps don't show patterns of immigration, have
students learn patterns and then with colors represent these patterns on the map).

ANSWER: What might have happened (in terms of settlement, wealth, land use) if Wisconsin hadn't been logged so
heavily?

What might a map of Wisconsin look like forty or fifty years from now?

I

6
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MAP AND GLOBE SKILLS CHART: GRADE FIVE

MAJOR SKILL
AREA EXPLANATION

w

Grad* Five

DIRECTION Ability to orient maps ant 1 Indicates on a world map 5 Select places want to
globes Use of cardinal and a country located in each visit and locate region of
,frbelAeti threctIcns of the four hemispheres. country, state and city

2 Shows on a map that
lines of latitude run east
and west.

they are in.
6 Knowing where N.S.E.W

are outside of school
3 Shows on a map that

lines of longlitude run
north and south.

bldg.. be able to figure
out where bldg. or
streets are relative to

4 Selects two cities on a
map and correctly
indicates which cardinal

where you are (i.e. if I'm
walking south away from
school. grocery store is

.
- or inbetween direction

must,be followed to get
from one city to another

N.S.E.W from me. etc.)

SCALE

.
Ability to recognize the scale 1 Estimates distance 5. Explains that lines of
of a map and to compute between placeS by using - longitude are also called
distances the scate of miles on a

map
meridians.

6. Realizes that all flat
-2 Recognizes that different

maps have different
scales ...

-clegr,ee

maps distort part cf
earth they show the
larger the surf surface

3 Knows that one
of latitude equals about

area. the greater the
d:stortion

, : 4
70 miles,
Explains that lines of
latitude are parallel and
are sometimes called
parallels.

LOCATION
.

Ability to locate major 1

-.

Locates and identifies on 6. Identifies time zones of
features, both cultural and a globe or world map the United States and
natural. in the world Use of lines of latitude (parallel) relates them to longitude
latitude. Iongtitude. and/or 2 Locates places in the 7 Defines and locates on a
grid systems to identify low. middle and high map bays. gulfs, and.
specific locations_ _latitudes , deltas.

3 Explains that a degree of
latitude can be divided -
into sixty minutes.

8 Locates the continents of
Africa and Australia on

.a world map or globe
4 Locates and identifies on

a globe or world map
lines of longitude
(meridian)

9. Locates and diitinguishes
between natural-cultural
features presented on a
map, (e.g. mountains.

5 Locates and identifies
Great Circles on a globe
or world map

rivers, cities. highways.
etc.)

re

SYMBOLS Ability to correctly interpret 1 1 Uses a map legend to , 3 Develops the habit of
dots. lines. lettering, and identify map title. scale interpreting the map
color on maps. globes, and of miles. and symbol legend before trying to
legends meaning. read the map.

17 2 Correctly interprets a
land use map, a rainfall
map. and a natural
vegetation map.

,

COMPARISON Ability '<Anse information to 1 Determines from an 6 Explains that the Tropic
AND make an ihtelligent hypothesis elevation map the of Cancer and the Tropic

INFERENCE which cannot be proved from direction in which rivers of Capricorn are
information on the map itself flow. boundaries for the
Comparison of two or more
maps to see relationships.

2 Interprets a map legend ,
and describes a specific

northern and southern
most positions of the

draw conclusions. and form area shown on the map. sun's vertical rays on the
generalizations 3 Compares maps

published on different
dates and notes
differences in population.
industries, etc

earth. ,
7 Identifies the approximate

elevation of specific cities
located or( a relief map;

8 Uses the title and
4

5

Translates information
derived from maps and
globes into bar graphs.
Infers from a visual or
verbal description of a
specific area. where that
area might be located on
a world map or globe,

general content of a map
to determine its purpose.

9. Explains how specific
1"occupations utilize maps

10 Understands that flat
map projections distort
the earth's features,

6.1) 65



GRADE FIVE

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Direction

EXPLANATION: Ability to orient maps and globes. Use of cardinal and inbetween directions.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)

I. Indicates on a world
map a country located in
each of the Jour
hemispheres.

CANADA INDIA
(Northern Hemisphere) (Eastern Hemisphere)

N

-
t

, ,,e Amen:
`4 1

- r
e

r *oft S I A
4- :7) 4ap.

Awl RICA' AltA41(
9..

.0c7.A s PACIIIC
PACIFIC

'71-' *: OCEAV"rn "";moftiCA, IADIA14

OCEAN OCR:A A' ';.:447

ANTARCTICA
S

- -BRAZIL
(Western Hemisphere.)

AUSTRALIA
(Southern Hemisphere)

2. ShoWs on a map that
lines of latitude run East
and West..

ti
WEST

N..* Pah

66

South Pole



ACTIVITY PROCESSES

1. Read descriptions of a country in each .hemisphere: ask students to figure out
which hemisphere each country is in; locate it on a map.

Observation
Inferring

, .

2, Discuss concept of latitude and longitude and ask students why such lines might
be useful in figuring out direction of location. Ask when this knowledge might,
come in handy.

6o
67 ,

Predicting



3 Shows on a map that
lines of longitude run
North and South,

eta eJ2 Pe*

Soso PaA,

4 Selects two cities on a
map and correctly
indicates which cardinal
or mbetween direction
must be followed to get
from one city to another.

New York is East of Kansas City. Kansas City is Northwest of
Atlanta. The student should be able to use both cardinal and
mbetween directions accurately,

5. Select places students
want to visit-and locate
region of the country.
then state. then city in
which located.

6. Knowing where N. S, E.
W are outside school
buildings, be able to
figure out where
buildings and streets are
relative to where
students are.

6 ..)

68



3. Discuss concept of latitude and longitude and ask students why such lines might 1 Predicting
be useful in figuring out direction of location. Ask when It s knowledge might
come in handy.

4. Play a game which helps students to do this quickly without much thought. Have Observation
students describe the route of a trip they would like to take throughout the
United States.

6. Use a picture map (see example below) with lots of objects in it (layout of a Obsgrvation
farm for example); as walking through the picture ask students to identify which
objects are on their east, to the north. etc. Then go outside and do the same
for the student's immediate surroundings. Make up a game with directions using
map or immediate areas or pictures as a game board.

70 69



GRADE FIVE

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Scale

EXPLANATION: Ability to recognize the scale of a map and to compute distances.

SKILL EXAMPLE tSj

1, Estimates distances
between places by using
the scale of miles on a
map. Estimate time via
foot. bicycle and
automobile.

Scale of MilesIII II
0 SGO ICC° 1500 2C00

The oistance between Denver and Chicago is approximately
1000 miles.

2. Recognizes that different
maps have different
scales.

SCAtE Or :Z.:FS
Tao 400 400 400

Noo...1.1 40164

SCALE OF NILES
700 14001==f

1400 MILLS TO 014 INCH

3. Knows that one decree
of latitude equals about
70 miles lin ,

4.6 .... ,146.2.. 'Wo.

....

70

70 Miles

t
10 Dore.,

V North Latitude

Equator

10 Degrees.x 70 Miles = 700 Miles -



ACTIVITY I PROCESSES

1. Use highway maps to estimate distances. Make a chart showing distances from
one place to another by different means of transportation.

Observation
Measuring
Communicating

7L
71
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4. Explains that lines of
latitude are parallel and
are sometimes called
parallels.

Sow= rote

5. Explains that fines of
longitude are also called
meridians.

licelh Pots

South Pot*

MERIDIANS

6. Realizes that all flat
maps distort the part of
th2 earth they show and
the larger the surface
area they try to show,
the greater the distortion.

W



5. Explain the origin of the word "meridian-.

F

Formulating
definitions

7

73 t
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GRADE FIVE

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Location

EXPLANATION: Ability to locate major features, both cultural and natural. in the world. Use of latitude. longitude. and. or
grid systems to identify specific locations.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)

1. Locates and identifies on
a globe or world map
lines of latitude
(parallels) .

l

testa.

LINES OF LATITUDE (PARALLELS)

2. Locates places in the
low, middle. and high
latitudes.

Hon% Pi.

HIGH LATITUDES

MIDDLE LATITUDES

LOW LATITUDES

MIDDLE LATITUDES

HIGH LATITUDES

3. Explains that a degree of
latitude can be divided
Into sixty minutes.

1' NORTH LATITUDE

t
60 MINUTES

1

74

EQUATOR



ACTIVITY PROCESSES

1 & 2 Draw maps or fill m dittoed maps with parallels, meridians, great circles, gulfs.
bays, deltas. Learn a little about differences in ecology between bays, gulfs.
deltas. Locate Africa and Australia.

Observation

75



4 Locates and identifies on
a globe or world map
tines of longitude
(meridians) . 7 A`.4_,______c-rgAiwCP'e3 et.s1.:

Afatc. *t. "(IncivyPACIFIC ..11& ,L4:_ots
Iry

LINES OF LONGITUDE (Meridians)

5. Locates and identifies
Great Circles on a globe
or world map.

GREAT CIRCLES

A groat circle divides the
earth into hemispheres.

6. Identifies time zones of
the United States and
relates them to longitude.

PACIFIC

(I
TIME ZONE

EASTERN TIME ZONE

1200

7

76
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4 & 5 Draw maps or fill in dittoed maps with parallels, meridians, great. cirdes, gulfs.
bays, deltas. Learn a little about differences in ecology between bays, gulfs.
deltas. Locate Africa and Australia.

Observation

6. Explain the origin of time zones after asking students to figure out reasons for
time zones. Identify the time zones by coloring in a map of the United States.
Play a game requiring students to coordinate a railroad or bus schedule with
time zones as well as telephone calls. t

d

77

Observation
Inferring
Predicting



Defines and locates on a
map bays, gulfs, and
deltas. HUDSON SAY

GULF OF MEXICO

Say: Any small body of water set off from the main body of
an ocean or lake.

Gulf: An area of water larger than a bay and smaller than a
sea.

Delta: Earth deposit at the mouth of a river.

8 Locates the continents of
Africa and Australia on a
world map or globe.

PACIFICW ' '-' -..-. s .... ":".' : ; . . ..1, . ,... OctAvE
ixos4 - ',1 r. .: ...- : ;.itpc*, .--, 'OCEAN

- liCS A Pe .0- t
,,

_L.,1(44.1141.

N

,,0._.. ASIA
AsatIKA. .411-4+sic

r
""' . AFirec A

I

AFRICA

AUSTRALIA

9, Locates and distinguishes
between natural and
cultural features
presented on a map.
(e.g. mountains, rivers.

cities, highways, etc.).

78

,
RIVER (NATURAL FEATURE)

HIGHWAY (CULTURAL FEATURE)



7. Draw maps or fiILu dittoed maps with parallels. meridians. great circles. gulfs.
bays, deltas. Learn a little about differences in ecology between bays, gulfs.
deltas. Locate Africa and Austrailia.

Observation

8. Draw maps or fill in dittoed maps with parallels, meridians, great circles. gulfs,
bays. deltas. Learn a little about differences in ecology between bays, gulfs,
deltas. Locate Africa and Australia.

Observation

9. Define differences between and give examples of natural and cultural features.
Identify natural and cultural features of your area. Compare these to another
area of the country and relate to climate, elevation, etc,

80
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GRADE FIVE

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Symbols

EXPLANATION: Ability to correctly Interpret dots. lines. lettenng. and color on maps, globes, and legends.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)

1, Uses a map legend to
identify map title, scale
of miles, and symbol
rraaning. 0

AUSTRALIAN MAP TITLE

SCALE OF SCALE OF MILESAmLES
500 1000

*National Capitols
Othor Cities

Shoto Boundarias/
SYMBOL MEANING

2. Correctly interprets a
land use map, a rainfall
map and a natural.

vegetation map.
LAND USE

i... .4 Groans,

NATURAL

AVERAGE ANNUAL VEGETATION
PRECIPITATION

Rain Para*,

Fenn"

with Loos

Voraation

or No Vornotion

- r 1 Less than 10 inshos

Cii : Fannin. :.1 10 t /0 niches
Odom

Forestry ;;.' Crosslandri 20 to 40 Inches

Land 40 t SO '
F:1 Grasslands

richesEri2 LW. Wad
, hiojr Manufacturing

Contras
i I Dosed

More than SO mans

17 little

3, Develops the habit of
interpreting the map
legend before trying toc,
read the map.

0

WORLD CLIMATE MAP
TYPES OF CLIMATE

:,://7:1 Het It....1, CIffletes Mad ClInnons Peer CL.nfts

foj ;,.uty .1ffloIes 1 i So..* Clowes Movntelns/-- ..

Accurate map reading is dependent upon
correct interpretation of the map legend.

GRADE FIVE

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Comparison and Inference

EXPLANATION: Ability to use information to make an intelligent hypothesis which cannot be proved from information on
the map itself. Comparison of two or more maps to see relationships, draw conclusions, and form
generalization.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)

1. Determine from an
elevation map the
direction in which rivers
flow.

The mouth of a river is always located at an elevation lower
than its source.

Si
80



ACTIVITY PROCESSES

2. Put interpretation in the context of historical or current events. Use maps of
local area and visit the place to see the vegetation and land use.

Observation

-.5
..,,

ACTIVITY PROCESSES

1. Have students in groups choose an area of the world to study applying these
skills to the study.

8 ..

. 81

Observation
Inferring
Predicting



2 Interprets a map legend
and describes a specific
area shown on the map.

The description given by a student should indicate correct
interpretation of the map legend.

3. Compares maps
published on different
dates and notes
differences in population.
industries. etc.

Encyclopedias, atlases, and texts contain historical war: which
could be used to make such comparisons.

4. Translates information
derived from maps and
globes into bar graphs.

HUDSON

WAUSAU

100 200 300

MILES FROM RACINE

5. Infers from a visual,o,i
verbal description'of a
specific area, where that
area might be located on
a world map or globe.

Landscape pictures may be cut out of magazines and
presented to the student for speculation as their geographic
location. After the students have completed their guessing as
well as given reasons for their guesses, the identity of the
location could then be revealed.

6. Explains that the Tropic
of Cancer and The
Tropic of Capricorn are
boundaries for the
northern and southern
most positions of the
sun's vertical rays on the
earth.

The Tropic of Cancer is that parallel on a globe or map which
marks the latitude farthest north receiving the vertical rays of
the sun. The sun is directly over the Tropic of Cancer about
June 22.

The Tropic of Capricorn is that parallel on a globe or map
which marks the latitude fartt-4st south receiving the vertical
rays of the sun. The sun is,.directly over tile Tropic of

ricorn about December 22.

7. identifies the approximate
elevation of specific cities
located on a relief map.

RELIEF MAP
ALtortsoL

11111 Over 12,003 h.

6,000 to 12,000 tt,

=13.000 to 6,000 Pt.

1.600*tio 3,000 h.

1-7 0 to I.600 h.

11111111

8,1

82

The student should be able to identify the
elevation of specific cities by accurately
interpreting the colors or shadings shown
on the map legend.



2. 3. & Have students in groups choose an area of the world to study applying these
4 skills to the study.

Observation
Inferang
Predicting

5. 6. & Have students in groups choose an area of the world to study applying these

7 skills to the study.

8
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Inferring
Predicting



8 Uses the title and
General content of a
map to determine As
purpose-

The student should 'realize that there are many kinds of maps
for many uses. and should learn to choose the best map for
the purpose at hand;

-9 Explains how specific
occupations utilize maps_

The student should be able to explain how an occupation or
occupations use maps in their day to day work.

10. Understands that fiat
map projections distort
the earth's features.

.;
/ r

I. ATLA %TIC -
1,1

%

1

AFR ICA
_

84



8 & 9 Connect these. two and show students examples of maps from different
occupations asking them what purpose the map has. In groups. students
draw simple maps for various occupations they are interested in (could be
connected with 11-8 abovemaps of occupations in study area).

Observation
Inferring

Ti

85



GRADE FIVE

SUMMARY PROJECT

Problem: People have to five and work in the city, but they miss the quiet. greenery, and recreation of the country. Make
up a simple 'nap of a city of your own design to take these needs into account. Use symbols to show where
buildings, parks. etc. are located.

8i
86
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MAP AND GLOBE SKILLS CHART: GRADE SIX

MAJOR SKILL
AREA EXPLANATION Grad* Slx

r, EcT:Ou At-11", to -orient mar.'s and
-.:,`-.t.".... Vs-,., -:4 war_.1.!. ar
=',t.,-:Iweer, .clec*,:n1,

1 Realizes that north is not
always at the top of a
map by correctly -
indicating north as the
center of a North Polar
projection map,

2 Explains that lines of
latitude run east and
west but measure
distance north and south.

3. Explains that lines of
longitude run north and
south but measure
distance east and west.

4 Knows that lines of
long:Suds are also Wed
Great Circles

5 Indicates on a world map
a city located in each of
the four hemisphereS

6 Learns that a compass is
used for Showing and
determining direction

7 Use compass to
determine direction of
another point visible to
student.

SCALE Ability to recognize the scale
r4 a map and to compute
distances.

I Develops the habit of
checking scale on all
physical maps used.

2 Identifies directions and
determines distances
using scale-miles in order
to trace routes on a
globe or map.

3 Estimates North-South
distances on a globe or
map using latitude.

4 Realizes that lines of
longitude are equidistance
at the equator and that
this distance diminishes -
as one moves toward the
poles

5 Realizes that large scale
maps show more detail
than small scale maps.

LOCATION

-

Ability to locate major
features. both cultural and
natural. in the world Use of
latitude. longhtude. and/or
grid systems to identify
specific locations

I Locates time zones of
the western hemisphere
and relates them to
longitude

2 Locates placeS on a
globe or world map
when given their latitude
and longitude

3 Gives the appropriate
latitude and longitude of
specific locations on a
map or globe

4 Locates and identifies the
continents of the world

- on a globe or world
map

5 Understands the reason
for the International Date
Line and accurately
computes time problems
of international travel.

6 Uses the number and
letter key for locating
places on a state
highway map

SYMBOLS Ability to correctly Interpret
dots. lines. fettering, and
color on maps globes, and
legends

. ,

1 Correlates. on a physiCal
map, color with elev.ation.

2 Correctly Interprets the
colors, lines, shadings,
and symbols. on maps
he is expected to use.

.
3 Recognizes the difference .

between. political.
physical, and special
purpose maps,

COMPARISON
AND

INFERENCE

Ability to use information to
make an intelligent hypothesis
which cannot be proved from
information on the map itself
Comparison of two or more
maps to see relationships.
draw conclusions, and form
generalizations

1 Identifies the same
location on different map
projections.

2 Translates information
derived from maps and
globes into bar or circle
graphs.

3 Interprets elevation from
the flow of rivers,

4 Determines seasons by
location.of the sun's
vertical rays on the
earth.

5 Identihea various map
projections and
recognizes their visual
distortions,

6 Relates temperature and
climate to the way
people five

7 Determines a country's
trade after study of
maps (e.g. showing
transportation routes,
manufacturing areas,
forests, grazing areas,
ete)

8 _Explains why cities
located at the same
latitude, but different
longitude have such a
variety of climates,

9 Uses maps and globes
to locate the geographic
setting of historical and
current events.

10 Identifies possible ways
of earning a living in a
particular geographic
location after a study of
appropriate maps,

11 Identifies occupations that
require the use of maps.

87
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GRADE SIX

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Direction

EXPLANATION: Ability to orient maps and globes. Use of cardinal and inbetween directions.

SKILL EXAMPLE(S)

1. Realizes that north is not
always at the top of a
map by correctly
indicating north as the
center of a North Polar
projection map.

NORTH

2. Explains that lines of
latitude run east and
west but measurer
distance north and
south.

711111ffir
//00% ores

40'S

Shwt90

E0

O'S

LINES OF LATITUDE

Latitude measures distance north and south of the equator.

88



ACTIVITY PROCESSES

1 & 2 Point out on a map to students; use flash cards or ask-questions to test
students' understanding. Discuss purpose of measurement, asking students
why it's helpful to measure distances N. S. E. W by means of latitude and
longitude. Locate specific places on the map by referring to lines of latitude
and longitude.

89

Observation



3, Explains that lines of
longitude run north and
south but measure
distance east and west.

titorth PLL

So.th Po

LINES OF LONGITUDE

Longitude measures distance
east and west of the prime
meridian.

4. Knows that lines of
longitude are also called
Great Circles.

No T111 Po !

South Pot.

GREAT CIRCLES

A Great Circle divides the earth
into hemispheres.

e

5. Indicates on a world
map a city located in
each of the four
hemispheres.

r

CHICAGO NEW DEHL1
(Northern Hemisphere) (Eastern Hemisphere)

4 5... i.--ci
7..., - J.

c,..0 1 1 ARCTIC OFRAN "Imo
A.,1.,...,

4kc.;11-s
--,,,...-,.. -,.._,-- __ y--9r"":

"" h t_k oto T 1 ' S I A S'4 V
"__17,----' PI/

- A TLA %TIC irt.431Jg ci,u.,.. 1'
,,' ri

P.;4 C1FIC
-...17,...-- OCEAN i A F RICA . PACIFIC

W"-.- --.-----e s...6,------- _
".'t..-1,--L---,rE

id OCTIA TA /
%

/ +'/
'._ 7 : tv,,TARA.. /

AmfA1
OCEAN

=

. .

, ' "*'
ASNTARC TIC A

BRASILIA9 j
;

(Western Hemisphere)
MELBOURNE

(Scuthern Hemisphere)



3 & 4 Point out on a map to students; use flash cards or ask questions to test
students' understanding. Discuss purpose of measurement, asking students
why it's helpful to measure distances N. S. E. W by means of latitude and
longitude. Locate specific places on the map by referring to lines of latitude
and longitude.

Q

1I

.

Observation

5. Have each student locate a different city in each hemisphere. From only
their general knowledge of the hemisphere and the city's location in that
hemisphere, have students describe what it might be like as best they can.
Look up more information and pictures about the city to find out how close
they were to describing its geographical and physical features. In small
groups share knowledge about the cities and answer: What conclusions can
we draw about the characteristics of the hemisphere from our knowledge of
the cities we have studied -in the hemisphere? (What do. all the cities have
in common, such as land, climate, etc.?) What factors contribute to
differences between each city, even though they are in the same hemisphere
(altitude, for example)?
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6. Learn that a compass is
used to show and
determine direction,

7, Use a compass to
determine direction of
another point visible to
student from where
student is.

GRADE SIX

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Scale

EXPLANATION: Ability to recognize the scale of a map and to compute distances.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)

1. Develops the habit of
checking scale on all
physical maps used.

SCALE OF MILES SCALE OF MILES
0 500 1000 0 175 35C)=3 =CI

350 MILES TO ONE INCH
Notimsel Capitols
Other Cities

- Shoe tovnilerls

2. Identifies directions and
determineS .distances in
Order to trace routes on
a globe or map.

The student should be able to identity the direction or
directions that must be followed to get from one city to
another and determine the distance between those cities.

3. Estimates North - South
distances on a globe or
map using latitude. .

70 MILES

1* NORTH LATITUDE

EQUATOR

10 DEGREES x 70 MILES = 700 MILES

92
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10 DEGREES



6 Bring at least one compass to class; talk about tne origin of the compass. Ask

students to figure out its possible uses.

Observation
Inferring

7. Divide the class into groups and have them go on a scavenger hunt following

compass directions.

Observation

ACTIVITY PROCESSES

1 Distribute dittoed maps with exercises to help students learn these skills. Observation

2. Trace Indian trade routes, routes of early explorers to various parts of the
world, pre-Civil War underground railroad routes, routes of migrant workers
following the harvests, routes .of pilgrimages in Europe.

Observation

3. Distribute dittoed maps with exercises to help students learn these skills.

I
1
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4. Realizes that lines of
longitude are equidistant
at the equator and that
this distance diminishes
as one moves toward
the poles.

LATITUDE

90

80

60

40

20'

EQUATOR

NORTH POLE

LENGTH OF 1- of
LONGITUDE

0 MILES

12 MILES

34.7 MILES

53 MILES

65 MILES

69 MILES

5. Realizes that large scale
maps show more detail
than small scale maps.

LARGER SCALE
(more clotali)

SCALE- OF MILES\ 0 25

LOUISIANA \ MISSISSIPPI

0 Lei.

UNITED
Flowsion

STATES

N.w Orleans

ATLANTIC
OCEAN

Miami

o

Gulf of Mexico

MEXICO

m.o. City

PACIFIC
OCEAN

11111118N
NOPOITUIAS

ti,"140040 SOS

St, SAWA TOCASAUA

Caribbean
Sea

SCALE OF MILES
0 200 400 600 400

COSTA
MCA

0

94

9 6

SMALL SCALE
(km &tall)



4. Distribute dittoed maps with exercises to help students learn these skills. Observation

Students draw a large scale and a small scale map n` the same area.

9 u
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GRADE SIX

MAJOR SKILL AMA: Location

EXPLANATION: Ability to locate mayor features, both cultural and natural. in the world. Use of latitude. longitude. andFor
god systems to identify specific locations.

SKILL

1. Locates time zones of
the western hemisphere
and relates them to
longitude.

EXAMPLE (S)

A time zone consists of 15 degrees of
longitude.

2. Locates places on a
globe or world map
when given their latitude
and longitude.

"

Pc't
VD tl

0 r+-:174111!.
41:41

WIESEtti

A

lit 1111111/0
77 S`Wit NM

8
09

00 S

5c.$ Pple

ID

96

40 5

D Is located at 20'
south latitude and
20`' east longitude.



ACTIVITY PROCESSES

1 & 2 Choose places relevant to subject matter students are studying or what is in
the news headlines and play games or fill out answer sheets to identify the
time zone and location (latitude and longitude) of each place.

9 6
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3. Gives the approximate
latitude and longitude of
specific locations on a
map or giote.

dod

O'S

tio Poo
*My

ifilA.24.A41114Nk

/4161111Et

2r ME-rwaiIdaNWs 0 S

NO/
00 S

SD Pole

'

The latitude and longitude of G
is 20* south' latitude and 60'
west longitude.

4. Locates and identifies
the continents of the
world on a globe or
world map.

. 4-. ,: , . _

, ... .1
- .37 -!%-1

.. ". -t 4 i s''
IL414 ,1-'-':;' ...;. IC'

'-';?: i i
':. e -,-, ' - ; ASIA

i Od /: , .
.1.r "Zt

14 l'ir 1 .
---4 1

_
A..".CA 411.4.11

..

t A ...Y....-. ,

PACIFIC
s..".....
,,,,,., 111C A - ,,,, t 111.111C

LA; : $ "'I.". tit9;:tw...1,.'C',414 ,7C AlOKA,
OCEAN

..... ''
'..;

.....

... ,
-

op,

1
_AM

''' ;
*NIA C 111CA
S

5. Understands the reason
for the International Date
Line and accurately
computes time problems
of international travel.

DATE LINE

9

98

When crossing the International Date Line
(180th meridian), today becomes tomorrow
if you are traveling west. If you cross the
International Date Line traveling eastward, today
becomes yesterday.



3. Choose places relevant to subject matter students are studying or what is in the
news headlines and play games or fill out answer sheets to identify the time
zone and location (latitude and longitude) of each place.

Observation

4. Orient students to continents by discussing the theory of continents splitting off
from one big one. Read a story and/or description of each continent and have
students try to place each in the proper hemisphere, giving reasons for their
placements. Compare answers with continent's actual location and explore further
their geographical and cultural features.

Observation
Inferring

5, Set up a situation in which students have to figure out why the world developed
the International Date Line (for example, ask what problems might arise if the
countries did not coordinate time) ,

1 ,1 0
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6 Uses the number and
letter key for locating
places on a state
hichway map.

NUMBER KEY

GRADE SIX

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Symbols

EkPLANATION: Ability to correctly interpret dots, lines. lettering, and color on maps, globes, and legends.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)

1. Correlates. on a physical
map, color with elevation.

MOWN Over 10,000

ORANGE 5 - 10,000

YELLOW 2 - 5,000

LT. GREEN 1 - 2,000

MD. GREEN 500 - 1,000

DK. GREEN 0- 500 ft.

Most physical maps use the International Color Code.

2. Correctly interprets the
colors, lines, shadings.
and symbols, on maps
he is expected to use.

WORLD CLIMATE MAP
TYPES. OF CLIMATE

N., tevoy WWI Cl..-..,l
r

Ory Clip.krej 1114..4.4we

U.S.

STATE HIGHWAY ------- -r-

INTERSTATE HIGHWAY

COUNTY HIGHWAY

TOWN ROAD

The student should be able to demonstrate his
ability to interpret map symbols correctly.
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6. Ask students to look up places on a highway map that are ccnnected to
specific problems or interests and identify the name of the town and the number
and letter at which it is located (for example, ask students to list six towns on
the Wisconsin River).

Observation

ACTIVITY
----

PROCES4ES

1. Have students fill in a map and color code it to elevation. Observation

2. Coordinate this with social studies and science projects.

in2
101

Observation



3. Recognizes the difference
between political,
physical, and special
purpose maps.

Political Map: A map that shows the political boundaries and
divisions of countries, states, and cities, etc.

Physical Map: A map that shows the physical features
natural regions of a particular area.

and

Special Perinea Map: A map that has been designed tc
present a particular type of information (i.e.
temperature map, rainfall map, product map.)

GRADE SIX

MAJOR SKILL AREA: Comparison and Inference

EXPLANATION: Ability to use information to make an intelligent hypothesis which cannot be proved from information on
the map itself. Comparison of two or more maps to see relationships, draw conclusions, and form
generalizations.

SKILL EXAMPLE (S)

1.Identifiei the same
location on different map
projections.

PAC1

North
Pole

ftialcoffef,e_

\ NORTH

AMERICA ATI. A IITIC

t'r-- OCEAN
r I C "'s4c

(*mow'

1 C
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OCEAN
7 SOUTH

. AMERICA!

yf

, ANIAICIKA

South
Pole



3. Introduce the concept of a political map. Why is it helpful and to whom? Have
students make a simple political map on neighborhood or town voting patterns.
for example, or on income levels in the town. location of big business and small
business, or distinct ethnic and/or racial groups in the town. Discuss to what
people or groups the map might be helpful, what the map suggests about the
nature of the town. what people can learn from it. Small groups of students
could work together on this gathering information. Some groups could make
political maps, and others make other special purpose maps. Its subject matter
could be determined by questions students formulate about the town.

Observation
Predicting
Interpreting
Data

ACTIVITY PROCESSES

1. Connect with location of continents, locating each on two maps.

. W4
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Observation



2. Translates information
derived from maps and
globes into bar or circle
graphs.

MONROE

HUDSON

WAUSAU

100 200 300

MILES FROM RACINE

Mid. Lat. Dry Lands

3. Interprets elevation from
the flow of rivers.

AREA OF MEXICO

The mouth of a river is a ys located at an elevation lower
than its source.

4. Determines seasons by
location of the sun's
vertical rays on the
earth.

;, Repre nts the spot where the vertical rays of the sun strike
the earth.

June.

North Pole canted
toward the sun.

December 22

North Pole canted
away from the sun.

104
1 r;

Eqgtor

Tropic of Capricorn

Antarctic
Circle

September 22

North ;Pole canted
nolthir toward nor
away/from the sun.

March 21

North Pole canted
neither toward nor
away from the sun.



3 & 4 Teacher helps students learn these using overhead projector and questions
and answers.

116
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5. Identifies various map
projections and
recognizes their visual
distortions.

rtt
awe S

-V.

YZ

--RE4

Msrcator Projection

Distortion: Areas are greatly
enlarged near the North and
South poles.

Mollwalda Projection

Distortion: North-South distortion
in the equatorial regions.

Polar Projection

Distortion: Distorts distances
--and _areas in hemispheres.

6. Relates temperature and
climate to the way
people liye.

After a study of appropriate maps, the student should be able
to give a, written or verbal desbription of how temperature and
climate affect the way ,people live in a specific area.

7. Determines a country's
trade after study of
maps (e.g.showing
transportation routes,
manufacturing area,
forest, grazing areas,1
etc.)

A country surrounded by water would be depen
extent, upon fishing.

dent, to some

8. Explains why cities
located at the same
latitude, but different
longitude have such a
variety of climates.t. ,. ,

1

" 9. Uses maps and globes
to locate the geographic
setting of historical and
current events.

z

After a study of appropriate maps, the student should -be
to explain how altitude, ocean currents, nearness,-to a large
body of water, etc. affect the 'climate of ye..to cities of th
same latitude he has selected.

able

is
Re student should peable to indicate on a .world map the
geographic. location' Of current world events.

107
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5. Teacher helps students learn these using overhead projector and questions and
answers.

N.

Observation
Inferring

6. Describe to students the climate and .temperature of specific areas and ask them
how they would live and where the area might be located. Compare their
description with the areas using Modes and pictures. Discuss how temperature
and climate may affect. people's behavior (siestas in hot, weather) . Discuss
changes people go through when they move from one climate to another, or
from one altitude to another. Students could role play this situation.

Observation
Inferring
Predicting

7. Connect this with social studies and/or" science projects. Observation

8. Choose at least two 'cities and study factors affecting climate. Then be able to
explaiii #8.

Inferring

9. In connection with this, try to determine what connection there is between the
geography of the place and the historical and current event studied.

108
107

hiferring



10. Identifies possible ways
of earning a living 0 a
particular geographic
location after a study of
appropriate maps.

The student should be able to identify an occupation or
occupations related to the latitudinal locations and geographic
surroundings of the area under study.

..-

11. Identifies occupations
that require the use of
maps.

The student should be able to identify occupations in which
maps play a vital role (i.e. airline pilot. ship's captain. truck
driver, police department, travel agent. etc.)

1 0 :i

108



10, Choose mat,:. of areas that are of particular interest to students and then study
with N10 in mind.

Observation

11.. Identify and try to explain how or why the maps are used. Observation
tnferring

1 1 0

109



GRADE SIX

SUMMARY PROJECT

Pretend that you could plan out a whole state to fit the needs of the people (they need food, recreation areas, no
pollution if possible, a means of transportation to their work, schools. etc. Add any other needs you can think of). Draw a
sample map. locating bodies of water, and then everything else (cities, agricultural land. etc.) in such a way as to meet
people's needs. Use symbols on the map. Be able to explain generally why you designed the state as you did.

11L
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PART TWO

SKILLS ESSENTIAL FOR SOCIAL STUDIES
RESEARCH AND CRITICAL THINKING

I. Parts of a Book

IL Dewey Classification System

III. Card Catalog

IV. Encyclopedias

V. Atlases and Gazetteers

VI. The Almanac

VII. Choosing a Subject for Study

VIII. Suggested Format for Social Studies Note
Taking and Reporting

IX. Outlining

X. The Display and its Importance in
Oral-Visual Reporting

Xl. Oral-Visual Reporting

Xli. Social Studies Written Reports
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SKILLS ESSENTIAL FOR SOCIAL STUDIES RESEARCH

SKILL
GRADE LEVEL

Kindergarten Grads One Grade Two Grade Three

ABILITY 1 Knows the soca:ion ot I Asks the sClool librarian s KnowS picture books are I Knows fiction books are
TO picfure books an the ,4-,c heti an locating arranged by author. as arrriged. by author. an

LOCATE school :,brarr Certael t.-7-014s alphabetical order alphabetical order
ROOKS 2 Locates baton library books by

author

ABILITY 1 Locates the tme et a I Locates the author and I Locates basic parts of a book: I Identifies on the title page the
TO wok on Is cover tale of a book on its toyer spine. vile page. and author, title, and publisher.

USE
BOOKS

cover body 2 Locates and uses the table of
contents under the guidance of
a teacher or librarian.

3 Locates the copy-right date an
various books

ABILITY 9 Knows the setters of the I Recognizes and writes. 1 Recognizes guide letters Mr l Locates a dictionary for the
TO

LOCATE
REFERENCE

a3i,,,abet by name, all letters of
the alphabet

2

words) on the spine of
encyclopedias
Becomes aware of tales of

purpose of determining the
spelling and meaning of a
word.

MATERIAL reference books, 2 Becomes aware of sets of
series of reference books.

ABILITY
TO

I Alphabetizes words by, the first
letter .

I Alphabetizes words by the first
and second letters_

USE
REFERENCE
MATERIAL

(DICTIONARY)

2

3

Uses guide words to quickly
locate a specific entry word,
Realizes that guide words are
the fast and last entry on
each dictionary page

4 UseS a dictionary to determine
the spelling and meaning of a
word.

ABILITY
TO

2 Recognizes guide letters for
words) on the spine of

5 Alphabetizes words by the first
and second letters.

REFERENCE
MATERIAL

(ENCYCLOPEDIA)
3

encyclopedias
Alphabetizes words by the first
letter

6.

7

Realizes most encyclopedias
are arranged alphabetically,
Uses guide words to quickly
locate a specific entry word,

ABILITY
TO

USE

8 Realizes that an atlas contains
maps of cities, states, and
countries,

REFERENCE
MATERIAL
(ATLAS)

ABILITY
TO

USE
REFERENCE
MATERIAL

(ALMANAC)
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Grad* Four Grad* fly* Grade Six

1 Locates f.iction Wasy tcoOi.. by
auttsor and title
1D-s.*.no,...e.,...hes between a -,4.-l---.n and a
r.:,'-?.:011 t':-tai

a "...ales 1.cl:in books hy ault.-,4 rne and ;...6-t",
irr:vis the "2::4 Clew**, Eltor 31
Llat.S.,..C.W.C.1 67.Oar.S

osses the laird catalog to fowl books_ both
fction and non -trim by aVwor title and
'..t ICC't

3 Real-zes rion!iction tv.oks Not a ors,
rerooer

s Uses the cad catailoo to locate non-fiction
Lo'AS by subjet1
llenti5es the author and tole of a non-
fztion took from a subtict card

1 Locates and uses the oi-ossart 'or
word mean/Ns

t Uses the index ro :,tote specific
inrormation ueh.n the took

1 Uses the index to locate infoornatiew within
the book

2 Lies the fable of contents to locate
.ef,c ctal.,ers inxtr,,, a 1,5.1441.C/1

:.. 13,4 illustrations for greater understanding
of the text

ti,...ok 3 Uses chapter headings and stab- headings to
break down information presented in the
book

4 Uses table of centents to locate specdc
5 Uses glossary for word meanings

t idenh'ieS and dstriguishes between
an tOtKorded4 and a dictionary
Locates a dictionary for the purpose

1 identifies and distingtashes between an
ahrunac and atlas .
Locales an atlas for the specific purpose

1 Locales and uses all major reference
materials in the classroom or library atlas.
almanac, dictionary and encyclopedia.

cl determno syliable division and
pronurraation

of firsdrig information on climate rainfall.
population. mineral location, etc

2 is proficient at determining the spocifc
purposes for which a dictionary

3 Locates an encyclopedia for the
purpose of securing
information on people, places. things

3 Locates an aananac for the purpose of
securing general information and up-to-date
facts related to social studies units

encyclopedia, atlas. Or an almanac can be
used

or events 4 Uses a dictionary for the purpose. of
4 Locates an atlas for the purpose of

folding specific information on cities
slates and countries

determining the number of word meanings

Xphabetizes words to the fast three
letters

t Use: a dictimary to determine the
numbers of meanings a word has

I Uses a dictionary to determine word
synonyms. word antonyms. word
homonyms. and word homographs

2 Uses a dictionary to determine word
pronunciation and viable division

2 uses dictionary context clues to he van!,
word meaning

2 Uses a dictionary to determine the
grammatical uses of a word.

,roes dictionary ,tushat.oris to i.iar,fy
word meanings

3 uses a dictionary prorrunciaticin ate, to and
,ri word pronunciation

J Applies all previously taught dictionary skills
with competence

4 Atphabetizes words by tne /315i three
fetters

-5 Uses an encyclopedia index, when
crowded. to locate a specific volume or

4 Locates the cross-reference study aids
located at the end of a main article to

1. Fied:,ze.5 that ditleient eno.i.roped-is
sets are drrided by fetters. -words

,o-1,-nes and page or pages pertaining to a
certain subject

find additional information listed as related
subjects

and or .an index 5 Uses the 'see and -see also' keys to 5 Applies all previously taught encyclopedia
6 Realizes that many long encyclopedia

articles are divided` by sub-topics in
find additional information in other
encyclopedia volumes oertaining to the

skies with competence

heavy. larger type ; same subject
7 Uses the encyclopedia index to

locate specific information
6 Uses encyclopedia summaries. fact finders.

reviews. and pictorial aids for a greater
understanding of the article subject matter

8 Uses the tabie ot contents in an
alias to lOcate maps of certain

uses the index to find the specific page or
pages for a map showing the geographical

6 Uses letter and number coordinates to find
the exact location of a city or county

countries or regions location of a city. state. or country. - - 7 Uses the physical features index to
8 Interprets the map legend or key before

trying to read the map
determine the-height of a mountain or
depth of a take or ocean

Uses the world physical features index to
determine the exact location of major

8 Accurately Interprets graphic and pictorial
materials presented -in the atlas.

fakes. mountains. etc 9 Determines the poputation of a specific city
10 Uses the Special purpose maps (climate, or country by using the population index

rainfall ocean current. 'population density,
productS) to obtain information concerning
a specific region or country

10 Uses the atlas with skill and competence

11 Understands that an almanac contains
general it formation and up-to-dale facts

11 Realizes that some almanacs have a table
of contents and/or indexes

12 Locates desired information by first utilizing
the index

12 Locates publishing date in order to
determine how current the almanac is.

13 Uses the almanac with skill and
competence
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SUGGESTED STUDENT GUIDE FOR SOCIAL
STUDIES REFERENCE WORK AND RESEARCH

IN THE LIBRARY

1. Pads of a Book

In order to make the best use of a book.
these are some terms which you should
learn. Please study these words and
definitions. They will be very helpful to you
when you begin your research.

1. Binding:

2. Fly Leaf:

3. Title Page:

4. Editor:

The binding of the book
is the cover..

The fly leaf is a blank
page found in the front
and in the back of a
book. It is usually made
of heavy paper.

This is a very important
page in every book! It
tells you the title, author.
illustrator, publisher, and
copyright date.

Some books say "Edited
by - - - -.." This means
that this person has
revised or changed the
original words of the
author. This is often
done to modernize a
technical book.

5 >Anonymous; This word is occasionally
found in place of an
authors name. It means
that we do not know
who the author is.

6. Pseudonym: Some writers to not use
their own names. A
pseudonym is an
assumed name.

7. Series: A series is a group of
books !flat are alike in
some way. There are two
kinds of series:

a. Author series
All the books are
written by the same
person.

b. Publisher series
All the books are
published by the
same company.
They have
different authors
but similar
subjects. 1 .f. t)
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8. Copyright: The copyright protects
the author. It means that
nobody can copy any
part of the book and
resell it as their own.
Copyrights are granted
by Congress and are
good for twenty-eight
years. They can be
renewed for another
twenty-eight years.

9, Table of
Contents:

10. Index:

11, Preface.
Introduc-
tion:

This is a list of chapter'
headings found in the
front of the book. The
chapters are listed in the
order in which they are
found in the book.

This is a list of topics
found in the back of a
book. It is arranged in
alphabetical order. Fiction
and biographies usually
do not have an index.

This is found in the
front of the book and is
written by the author. It
gives you a preview of
what you will find in the
book.

12. Foreword: This is also found in the
front of the book. It is

_, written by someone other--
than the author and -

(iusually tells you
'something about the
author.

13. Appendix: An appendix usually
contains tables or initial
materials that support
what the author says in
the body of the book.
For instance, documents
such as the Constitution
of the United States
appear in the appendix
of many history books.

14. Bibliog-
raphy:

A bibliography is a list
of other books related to
the subject of the book.
Such a list is especially
helpful if you want to do
more reading on the
same subject



15. Glossary,

16. index:

Sometimes the author
tells very briefly what is
in each book in the list.
or gives his opinion of
each book.

A glossary defines the
meaning of special words
used in the book. It is
not the same as a
dictionary, however. A
dictionary attempts to
give, the various
meanings that a word
may have. A glossary
gives just the Meaning
that it has in the book.
Quite often, particularly
in school books. the
glossary includes
pronunciation.

A good index lists all
the things, events, and
people of any importance
mentioned in the book.
and tells the pages on
which they are
mentioned. Since all
indexes are in
alphabetical order. the
quickest way to locate
information on special
topics is to consult the
index. Most indexes in
books use the same
system that the library
does in regard to
alphabetizing
abbreviations, numbers.
names beginning with
Mc. and book titles
beginning with A, An. or
The.

II. Dewey `Classification System

A. Description

A system is a regular way of doing
things while a classification is an orderly
way of arranging things. Melvil Dewey
developed a way of arranging books so
that they could be quickly and easily
found. His arrangement is used in most
schools and public libraries. It is also
used in many foreign countries. In this
system, Dewey has divided all books into
ten groups. Each number in Dewey's
system has a meaning and stands for a
subject. These numbers are called Class
Numbers. They are written on the backs
of books, and then the books are
arranged according to class number
beginning at the left with the lowest
class number and ending at the right
with the highest. In Dewey's system all 1 im
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books of the same subject are grouped
together. As an example, all the science
books are in the 500 group.

B. Dewey's Ten Main Groups

000-099 General works (encyclopedias,
handbooks. etc.)

100-199 Philosophy (psychology.
vocational guidance)

200-299 Religion (Bible. mytholdgies)
300-399 Social science (holidays. fairy

tales)
400-499 Languages (dictionaries) -

500-599 Science
600-699 Useful arts (handicrafts, pets)
700-799 Fine arts (amusements, sports)
600-6911 Literature (poems, plays)
900-999 History of races and countries

To these ten groups we add the
following books:

Fiction
Easy reading - up to third grade
Picture books
Reference

C. Biography

In most libraries you will find several
shelves of books which have been
labeled biography. A biography is the
history of a person's life. These books
are usually- kept together. They are
found in the 920's. Unlike make-believe
story books, these books are arranged
on the shelves alphabetically according
to the last name of the person .about
whom the book is written.

D. Dewey's Social Science and History
Classifications -_ numbers with which you
will be most concerned.

300
320
330
340
370
390
390

900-909
910-911

920-929
930-939
940-949

950-959
960-969
970-979
990-999
990-999

The social sciences
Political science
Econothics .

Law
Education
Commerce
Customs and Folklore
World History
Travel, Geography, Maps,
Greek and Roman
Cultures
Biographies
Ancient History
History of Modern
Europe
History of Modern Asia
History of Modern Africa
History of North America
History of South America
History of Other Parts of
the World



As you examine a library book that has
a class number, you will find another
number below it. This is a call number.
The call numbers are made up of a
combination of letters and numbers
which stand for the author and title of
the book.

III. Card Catalog

The card catalog is the index to the library.
It tells you what books are in the library

and where to find them. The catalog has
many drawers, each of which has index
letters on the front. These help you to
locate your book more quickly. A drawer
having the index letters "Bre - C" would
contain everything from "bread" to "czar."
When you open the drawer, you will see
another guide for you to use. Certain cards
stick out above the others. They are called
guide cards and are arranged alphabetically.
You use them just as you use guide words
in the dictionary. There are four kinds of
cards found in the catalog. You should
know how to use each one.

1. Author Cards - With these cards. you can locate all the books written by a
particular author. Look up the author's name; his books will be listed
alphabetically. The call number will tell you where to find each of his books. If
you wanted a book by Sir Walter Scott. the author card would look like this:

941 Scott, Sir Walter
Sco Tales of a grandfather Ginn. 1900

2. Title cards - With these cards. you can locate all the books according to their
titles. if you want to find The Jungle Book. look in the "J" drawer and you will
find:

Jungle Book
Kipling. Rudyard

3. Subject cards - With these cards, you can find all the material in the library about
any specific subject. If you were. studying electricity, you could look on the "E"
drawer and find a card such as this:

537 ELECTRICITY
Ada Adams, J.H.

Harper's electricity book for boy:,
Harper, 1907

Other cards concerning electricity would follow this one.

4. Cross reference cards - Some subjects have several names and may be listed in
several ways in the library. These cards will refer you to another section of the
catalog where you will find more information on your subject. They may do this in
several ways:

Farming
see Agriculture
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Birds
to be found under

Nests



IV. Encyclopedias

The encyclopedia contains a wealth of
information about every subject imaginable. It
is different from a dictionary. A dictionary
tells you the spelling of a word, its meaning.
and its pronunciation. The encyclopedia tells
you what the word stands for. It tells you
about the subject. A good encyclopedia
should be easy to use. well illustrated. and
up-to-date.

1. Arrangement

Most encyclopedias are arranged
.alphabetically. All articles beginning with
the same letter are found in the
same volume. Within the volumes.
articles are arranged alphabetically
letter by letter. Thus "Newark" would
sortie before "Newspaper" and
"Newspaper" would come before "New
York."

2. Guide words

Guide words are found at the top of
each page just as they are in the
dictionary. The title of the first article on
the page is found at the top of the first
column. The title of the last article on
the page is found at the top of the.
second column. By glancing at these.
you can find your subject without looking
over the entire page.

3. Sub-topics

Many of the long articles are divided by
sub-topics in heavier, larger type. These
headings help you find the part you
want to read.

4. Cross reference

This is the same as the cross reference
cards in the card catalog. if information
about your subject can be found in
another place in the encyclopedia, the
cross reference will tell you where to
look. This is found at the end of your
article. Always make use of this to find
additional information. You can also find
'extra material by looking up articles.
listed as "related subjects ". This is also
found at the end of your article.

5. Study Guides

Some' encyclopedias may have a special
volume with all major topics organized in
a special guide. To use this guide, you
would look for your subject under the
major subject area. You would then
find the volume and page where you
would find information on that subject. l
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The World Book Encyclopedia has such
a study guide.

Encyclopedias are very useful and will
give you a great deal of help. but do
not rely on 'hem for all your research.
Remember. they are just one source of
information.

V. Atlases and Gazetteers

An atlas is a book that is made up of a
collection of maps to illustrate a subject.
Because there are many subjects that use
maps, there are many types of atlases. A
gazetteer is a type of geographical
dictionary. Sometimes these are both
combined into one book. A good atlas will
also have an index to heip you locate the
information you wish to find.

Types of Atlases. The most common atlases
include: the World Atlas, the Historical
Atlas, the United States Atlas, and the
Commercial Atlases. Most libraries will have
other types too, but you will probably only
need to use just those names.

Using the Atlas. There are two, important
things to remember when using the atlas.
First, use the most up-to-date atlas you can
find, and second, use the type of atlas that
will give you the information that you
need. As an example, if you wanted to find
out about the battle fields in the Civil War,
you would use a Historical Atlas of the
United States.

VI, The Almanac

There are different types of almanacs, but
most are prepared about the same. The
almanac is a type of yearbook that contains
information on almost every subject. The
most common type of infrv-mation consists of
statistics about different things. You can find
the latest information about population, the
number of people that voted in the last
election, etc. Each *almanac will have an
index, usually in the front of the book, which
will give you the page where you can find
the information you are seeking.

Remember, an almanac crowds a vast
amount of information into a very short
space, so do not expect to find a great
deal of information on any one subject.

VII. Choosing a Subject for Study

Please think very carefully when you are
choosing your subject. Once you have
begun to work on a subject, it will be your
respoPsibility to see that it is finished bef6re
you start something else. you may want to
study Something which has Ring been of



.nre.est to you and about which you already
know quite a bit. Or you may want to
explore something new. Whichever you do.
make your choice carefully. Here are
some points to think about as you
choose your Subject.

1. There is very little written information
on some subjects. Check your
library resources, and be sure you
can find plenty of material on yopr
subject.

_2. Do not choose a subject that is too
complicated for you to understand.
On the other hand, do not choose a
subject just because you think it will
be simple.

3. Do not choose too big a subject.
For instance, it would be very
difficult to do a good job on the
subject of "Astronomy ". Choose a
small part of it such as "The Sun",
"Mars ", etc.

0.-3

A. Bibliography Cards

After you have choSen your subject. I
would like you to go to a library and
use the card catalog to make a

a. Books

bibliography of the information available
on your subject. This will be very
helpful to you as you do your reading.
Please follow these steps when making
your bibliography.

1. Use 3x5 lined index cards.

2. Put only one reference on a card.

3. All cards should be made out as
author cards. If the author's name
is not given, make a series of
dashes on the first line to show this.

4. Every card should state the author's
name, the title, and the facts of
publication.

5. Use Arabic numbers only, not Roman
numerals.

6. You may have three different kinds
of bibliography cards - for books,
magazines, and encyclopedias.
These are samples of each. Please
refer to these samples when you
make your cards! Be sure you
follow the right sample for the kind
of literature you are using.

570.23
Va Vance, B.B. and Miller, D.F.,

Biology for you,

J. B. Lippincott Co., Chicago, 1954.

(1) First line - author's full name, last name first. Comma at end of line.
(2) Second line - title of book. underline. Comma at end of line.
(3) Third line - publisher, place and date of publication. Comma between

each and period at end of line.

b. Magazines

Pound, Arthur,

"Tide Pool of Life"

Junior Scholastic, vol. 157, pp. 121-128,
January, 1952.

(1) First line - author's name, last name first.
(2) Second line - title of article in quotation marks.
(3) Third line - name of magazine underlined, volume number written in Arabic

numerals, pages, date of magazine.
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c. Encyclopedias

Ref. 030

"Animals".

Encyclopedia Britannica:

14th ed.. vol. 12. pp. 517-520.

(1) First line - author's name, if you can find it. With most encyclopedias, you will
have to use a series of dashes.

(2) Second line - title of article with quotation marks around it.
(3) Third line - name of encyclopedia Underlined, edition, volume number. pages.

7. On lhe lower part of the cards, you
may put your comments about the
book. You may want to say that the
material is out of date, or that it is
too difficult, or that the book
contains good charts. This --

information will be most helpful to
you when you begin your reading.

6
8. You should have at least five cards

before you -begin your reading.
Keep theSe cards! After you have
finished your study, you will make a
bibliography page for the end of
your report. You will need the
cards for this. Put them in a safe
place, and don't lose them.

9. Make your cards as neat as
possible.

10. As you do your reading and come
across new books, be sure you
make cards for them. Your
bibliography should grow throughOut
your study.

VIII. :Suggostad Format for Social Studies. Not,.
Taking and Raliorting; Incorporating Critical
Thinking Into flasaarch.

A. Make up a series of general questions
that you will answer about your subject.
Then place the questions in a logical
order so that readers can easily
understand your topic.
Such queitions as:

1. Where is it located, and what is its
size?

2. How do the land" features affect the
lives of the people? 1 :4
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3. How does the climate affect the lives
of people?

4. How do the people in the village
live?

5. How does- life in be city differ from
life in the village?

6. What are the mineral resources of
the region and how well are they
developed?

7. How well developed are the t.

transportation and communication
systems of this region?

8. How well developed is the farming
and ranching of this region?

9. What are the problems faced by this
region today?

Change each of these questions into
statements or phrases. Such statements
or phrases as (if the subject is a region
in a country) :

1. Location and size.
2. Ways in which land features affect

the lives of the people.
Ways in which climate affects the
lives of the people.
Life in the village.
Ways in which life in the city differs
from life in the village.
Mineral resources and their
development.
Development of transportation and
communication.
Development of farming and
ranching.
Problems, faced by this -region today..

3.

4.
5,

6.

7.

8.

9.

C. Write the statement or phrase on the
top line as the heading.

D. Read widely on your subject. Do not
take notes as you go, but read a



section. then try to remember and write
down its most important points. Use a
number of different sources in addition
to encyclopedias and atlases. Try to
distinguish fact from opinion. This is
particularly crucial if your topic is
controversial. You may separate ypur
note taking into categories by fact and
opinion for each oryour main topics.

E. As you find information that goes with
one of the headings, write this
information. in your own words, under
the proper heading. Separate relevant
from irrelevant ideas.

F. Add-new headings as new siuestions
about your subject arise.

G. Take your notes-in phrases or short
sentences.

H. Number or put a dash before each new
note.

I. Skip a line betiveen each new note.
J. Take your notes neatly.

IX. Outlining`

A. Use each heading that you placed on
the topine of each sheet of lined paper
as the main topic.

Sample main topics:

Location and Size
Ways Land Features Affect tie Lives
of the People
Ways Climate -Affects the Lives of
the People

B. Read through the notes you have taken
under each heading. You might cut These
rough notes apart to arrange them more
easily. Select the mpst important items.
These will become subtopics.

Topic: Location and Size
Subtopics

Where it is in the world (subtopic)
Bordered by (subtopic)
Points of reference (subtopic)
Size (subtopic)
Importance of location to the United
States (subtopic)

C. The items or facts that tell about the
subtopics appear under them as details.

Sample details with subtopics and main
topic:

1. Location and Size

A. Where it is in the world

1. The country (detail) 1:6
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2. The continent (detail)
3.- The heinisphere (detail)

B. Bordered by

1. Other regions (detail)
2. Bodies of water (detail)

C. Points of Reference

1. To major United States ports
(detail)

2. To major ports in Latin
America (detail)

3. To major ports in Europe
(detail)

D. Size

1. In. square miles (detail)
2. Compared with other regions

(detail)
3. Compared with country

located in (detail)
4. Compared with neighboring

countries (detail)
5. Compared with the South

American continent (detail)
6. Compared with the United

States (detail)
7. Compared with a state .or

region in the United States
(detail)

D. Check with your teacher and language
book if you have difficulty in constructing
your outline.

X. The Display and Its importance in Oral-
Visual Reporting.

A. The display is an important part of the
report.

B. Effective visual material (graphs, charts,
diagrams, pictures, maps, dioramas,
shadow boxes, roller movies, scrapbooks,
models, collections, experiments; cards)
could be prepared on important points.

C. Good visual material is extremely helpful
in holding the attention of an audience.

D. Visual material selected to be part of
your oral-visual report should be of a
size that is meant to be viewed at a
distance.

E. Visual material should be selected on the
basis that it highlights and helps to

- make important points clear.

F. On the back of the visual material that
is to be used in the oral-visual report
write any information that will be helpful
as you show the material.



G. Important or unusual names, places, or
ideas can be placed on cards- and
shown to your, audience as you refer to
them.

H. When talking about a product or a
- custom. it is wise to use a clearly

labeled picture or model.

I. Maps of places, in the world should be
- kept simple, illustrating only those ideas.

you want to get across.

J. A good use of graphs and Charts can
help make your report clear and
effective.

.
K. Make sure your visual materials support

the report.

L. Large pictures, maps, and other
illustrative material can be sent for from
sources of free and inexpensive
materials.

M. Old magazines and newspapers .offer a
wealth of visual material. Pictures cut
from these sources should be well
mounted.

N. If you are in doubt about when to use
visual material, ask yourself if words
alone will put across an idea or if
display material will be necessary to
make your thoughts clear.

XI. Oral-Vlsuai .1:19portlitg

A. Mucttor the success of your report will
be decided before you say your first ,

word to your. audience. How thorough
was your research? How well are you at
home with your subject?

B, If you are still at the "I will have to
read every word when I report" stage,
your knowledge of your subject is rather
slight,

C. Equally bad is memorizing your report.
This is, in a way, the same as reading it
from your mind. It is important that you
know your subject so well that you feel
as much at home with it as you do
riding your bicycle. In short, understand
what you're reporting. Be able to tell a
friend or your parents about it without
notes.

D. You will know much more about your
subject than you will have time to
report, so your report needs to be
carefully organized. Select those items
that seem most interesting and important
to include in your oral-visual report.
Dor't try to tell everything you know. 124
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Allow your display to tell about the rest
of your specialty. During the question -
period you will have plenty of
opportunity to show how well informed
you are on your subject.

E FrOm your outline select thoseitems
your report is going to deal with. Jot
these items on three-by-five index cards.
This will allOw you some notes to refer
to as you present your oral-visual report.

F. Select from'your disPlay material
(graphs, charts, maps, mounted pictures:
models) those items that best go with
your subject.

G. Practice giving your oral-visual report......"
Add and subtract items from your

-outline and display material as they
seem to fit or not to fit. As you
practice giving your report, work in your
visual material.

H. Select only visual material that w:11 help
you illustrate important points or highlight
your report. Use visual material when
words alone do not seem to make clear
what you are trying to say.

I. Do not put all your visual material either
at the beginning or at the end of your
report. Locate the visual material in your
report so that these illustrations are used
with the words or ideas they are meant
to clarify. Have the words and pictures
go together.

J. Have a well prepared first sentence. This
will help you get off to a good start.

K. Look at your audience as you report.
Talk directly to them, Do not look at the
floor, ceiling, table top, or try to hide
behind your notes or display material.

L. Try to be as relaxed as possible.

M. In presenting your report, speak in a
clear strong voice so all can hear 'you,
and slowly enough so that all can
understand you. Hold your visual material
so al! can see it. -Pause'from time to
time to allow an idea to reach the
audience.

N. When: presenting a new word or idea
you will have to' report this new word or
idea several times if it is to 'mean
anything to your audience. Showing a
word on a card is a way of repeating
the word that is not, just saying the'
word over again.

0. Conclude your oral-visual report with a
short summary.



P. Just as it was a good idea to have a
prepared first sentence, it is also a good
idea to have your last sentence worked
out in advance. When you have said
what you have to say. it is time to use
your prepared last sentence. Don't say
another word. If you do you might go
on for another ten minutes and spoil a
good report.

XII. Social Studies Written Reports

9.7

When you have completed your notes, you
are ready to write your final report. This is
a finished product toward which you have
been working ever since you began your
bibliography cards, so do it as well as you
possib:y can. The following steps will tell you
how to complete your written report.

1. Organize your notes. You wrote your
notes according to an organized
plan, so that you could keep all the
similar facts together. The way in
which you organize your material is
up to you. If you were studying
birds, you might want to put all the
information abotit robins together, all
about bluejays, etc. Or, you might
want to have a section on wings
and describe the wing of each, then
one on nests describing the nest of
eacti, etc. Organize your material in
any way you wish, but choose one

Viayand-stick--to-it-throughout your
report.

2. Be sure your report has a title.

3. Write an interesting introduction to
your report. This will make people
want to read what you have written.
You may want to write your whole
report in story form; this will make it
much more interesting to read. You
can use your imagination and write
any kind of a story you want, as
long as you include the facts from

rs your notes. Your report should be
your own original work.

4. In your report, include all the
information that is in your notes.
Don't shorten them or pick out only
the most interesting facts. This
should be a complete paper telling
all that you have learned about your
topic. Your notes were not to be
written in complete sentences, but
your report must be. Be sure you
write proper sentences!
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5. Have a good ending for your story,
or report. Make it sound as if you
have finished, not as if you have
just become tired and stopped
writing.

6. It is a good idea to write the first
copy of the report in pencil and
have it corrected. Your teacher will
help you correct your grammar and
punctuation and will ,encircle
misspelled 'words. Find theie words
in the dictionary, and write in the
corrected words.

7. After the pencil copy has been
corrected, you are ready to write
your final copy. This should be
written in ink on one side of the
paper. It may also be typed. Leave
wide enough margins so that it can
be put into a folder without covering
up any words. Make it as neat as
possible. If you are apt to make
mistakes doing it at school, you may
write this copy at home.

8. It is a good idea to make some
kind of cover for your repOrt. This
will keep it from getting torn or
wrinkled. You can buy a cardboard
folder, or make one from
construction paper.

9. The last page of your report could
be-a-bibliography of all the books
you have used. Please um- Only- the-
books you actually used. The
bibliography should be divided into
sections for books. magazines,
encyclopedias. Follow this form:

Books -

Author. Title. Publisher, place of
publication, copyright date.

Magazines -

Author, "Title of. Article", Tile of
Magazine, volume, date.

Encyclopedias.

of Article", Title of
Encyclopedia, edition, volume.

Arrange the books and magazine
articles alphabetically by the author's
name.



BUILDING AN INTELLECTUAL CLIMATE/4MR
SOCIAL STUDIES

Activities and techniques employed by teachers in the
classroom may suit a variety of purposes. The same
activity used in different ways may lead to a number of
objectives. The purposes best served by these activities
depend in part upon the personal characteristics of the
teacher, the composition and the maturity of the class.
previous experiences of the group, the context in which
the activity is employed and a number of other variables
beyond the scope of the present discussion. Social
studies processes may be developed in a variety of
classroom situations whether the logical design of the
lesson is deductive.inductive or a combination of the two.
If our aim as educators is to give students a firm grasp of
history and the social sciences, together with the skills
and attitudes necessary for autonomous thinking, and
responsible action, then our "classroom," whatever else it
is in nature. must manifest intellectual honesty. Critical to
the development of social studies processes is an
intellectual climate in which both the teacher and the
student feel a sense of responsibility and commitment
(involvement) to the process of systematically searching,
weighing and evaluating.

PROCESSES IN THE NEW SOCIAL STUDIES

Because concepts, generalizations and theories are
derived by people and because people both design the
observational system and select and group pertinent

-observationsfrom.the system. it is evident that if one is to
understand and use concepts, generalizations and
theories he or she must understand the processes
employed in generating and testing this knowledge. Also.
knowledge of these processes will aid in the development
of a more efficient and effective teaching-learning
situation.

As one considers any one of the following processes it
becomes clear that there are many related skills, e.g.,
map reading and data gathering, which are subsumed
under these processes. As a matter of fact, all the skills
listed in this guide can be seen as helping in the
development of social studies processes necessary for
critical thinking. When these skills are seen and used aS a
functioning whole, one becomes involved with social study
or social studies processes.

In subject fields such as mathernaticS, natural science
and -social studies, there is reason to suggest that
commix' cognitive processes are, or can be, used even
though the ideas mathematicians, natural scientists and
social scientists consider, along with their methods of
collecting, storing and retrieving data, are different.

Eleven major processes have been identified here which
include the great majority of student activities appropriate
for school experiences. The terms associated with these
processes are:

Observation
Communicating
Classifying
Inferring
Predicting
Formulating

Models

Measuring
Interpreting Data
Formulating Operational

Definitions
Formulating Questions

and Hypotheses
Testing Hypotheses

OBSERVATION: Observations can be made in a variety
of ways using all of the senses. Where direct sense
experience is not adequate for making needed
observations indirect methods are used. Objects and
events may be observed with respect to many qualities
and quantities. When observations are made in order to
accumulate data from which inferences will be drawn, the
precision of the observations is critical. Observations are
influenced by the experience of the observer.

Social observation can take many forms - from viewing
a national political convention on television to watching
two children behaving on the playground. Observation
can be very directive. as when booking for specific events
(factual or procedural); or it can be very nondirective, as
when viewing an event and giving an opinion.

COMMUNICATING: in order to communicate
observations. accurate records must be kept which can
be submitted for checking and rechecking for others.
Accumulated records and their analysis may be
represented in many ways. Graphical representations are
often used since they are clear, concise and meaningful.
However, in the social studies, communication must
encompass all the spoken and written word to physical
gestures.

CLASSIFYING:- Classifying is the grouping or ordering
of phenomena according to an established scheme.
Objects and events may be classified on the basis of
observations. Classificationsl schemes are based on
observable siritilaritie-s-and'differences in_properties which
are arbitrarily selec:ed. Classificationsl keys are used to
place items within a scheme as well as to retrieve
information from a scheme.

Social classification is manifest in disCussing the
division of work in the house, or the make-up of a national
political party. Classification is useful in that it helps limit
or control the data being investigated.

INFERRING: Inference is drawing tentative conclusions
about what is not directly or immediately observable.
While it may be based on observations, inference requires
evaluation and judgment. Inferences based on one set of
observations may suggest further observation which in
turn requires modification of original inferences. Inference

leads -ta prediction: in-the-social-studies, inferring-can
take place whenever data are reviewed and an evaluation
or judgment is requested. Inferring is necessary in any
field of study because of the incompleteness of data.

PREDICTING: Predicting is the formulation of a
possible consequence based on experience. The reliability
of prediction depends upon the accuracy of past
observations and upon the nature of the event being
predicted. Predictions are based upon infe ince. Social
predicting is becoming more systematic. Predicting may
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enable man to estimate the consequene of his behaiaoi
better and to make more rational decisions,

MEASURING: Measuring properties of objects and
events can be accomplished either by direct comparison.
or by indirect comparison with arbitrary units. However.
for purposes of communication. measurement may be
standardized. Measuring in the social studies may take
many forms, such as the number of persons in the United
States or the Gross National Product.

INTERPRETING DATA. Interpreting data requires the
application of other basic process skills, in particular, the
processes of inferring, predicting, classifying and
communicating. Through this complex process the
usefulness of data in answering the question being
investigated is determined. Interpretations are always
subject to revision in the light of new or more refined
data. Social problem solving is dependent upon the
investigator's ability to interpret data. Through
interpreting data we move to decision making (e.g..
voting for candidate X or V; buying more life insurance).

FORMULATING OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS:
Operational definitions are made in order to simplify
communication concerning the event, person. or group
being studied. An operational definition should contain
the minimum amount of information needed to
differentiate that which is being defined from other similar
phenomena. Operational definitions are based upon the
operations to be carried out and the phenomena under
investigation and thus are related to that specific
investigation.

FORMULATING QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESES:
Questions are formed on the basis of observations made
and usually preceded an attempt to evaluate a situation
or event. Questions when precisely stated are problems
to be solved through application of the other inquiry skills

communicating

observing

of the social studies. The attempt to answer ore question
may generate other questions. The formation of
hypotheses depends directly upon questions, inference.
and prediction.. It consists of devising a statement that
can be tested by a proof process. When more than one
hypothesis is suggested by a set of observations, each
must be tested separately. A workable hypothesis is
stated in such a way that testing can establish its
credibility. The inquirer's framework of concepts and
generalizations influences the kind and quality of the
questions and hypotheses he develops. In the social
studies, if the generalization. "If labor is divided, then
work is done more efficiently," is testable. it can be called
or labeled a hypothesis.

TESTING HYPOTHESES: Testing hypotheses is the
process of designing and using data gathering
procedures, determining whether the data support the
hypothesis. In a less formal sense, the proof process may
be conducted simply by making observations. However,
even here a plan to relate premises to data is inherent in
the process. Among the ways that hypotheses are tested
in the social studies are: (1) determining whether the
hypothesis agrees with data gathered about persons,
events, or situations in other times and places; (2)
determining whether the hypothesis is- consistent with
additional data gathered about the event or situation
under study, and (3) determining whether the hypothesis
agrees with accepted generalizations.

FORMULATING MODELS: Models, whether physical or
mental, are devised on the basis of acceptable
hypotheses, or upon hypotheses that have yet to be
tested. Models are used to describe and explain the
interrelationship of ideas. In many cases the model
implies new hypotheses and if testing these hypotheses
gives new information, the model must be altered.
Examples of model formation in the social studies are: a
map, a drawing of an economy's spending system, and a
diagram of the political structure of a country.

PROBLEM SOLVIING

We can look at the social studies processes_and problem solving as being interdependent.
formulating
operational
definitions

interpreting --I.
data

inferring

formulating
models

4

testing
hypotheses

1

awareness of problem (awareness is influenced by knowledge of
and attitude tbward the problem)

commitment to do something

identify and define problem

form hypothesis (a statement of explanation or solution)

gather data (the hypothesis will provide a framework for gathering
information)

formulate tentative conclusion (testing hypothesis)

acceptance of conclusion (influenced by values)

action
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PROBLEM SOLVING GUIDE FOR STUDENTS
USING COGNITIVE PROCESSES

I. What is the issue you are investigating? (for
example: Does an increase in Wisconsin
farm production mean a higher employment
level for the total state?)

IL State your opinion (hypothesis). That is.
what do you think about the issue now.
before you have fully investigated it. Try to
make this a one sentence statement.

III. Now collect some information about the
issue and make a list of it. You may want
to use the sound filmstrip, the student
readings, and newspapers, magazines, books.
and other sources in your school. Make sure
you identify the source of each piece of
information on your fist.

IV. Now organize your information so that it will
be easier to deal with. One way to do this
is to go back to what you listed under III.
Put a plus beside each piece of information
that supports your hypothesis; put a minus if
it seems to reject your hypothesis; put a
question mark if it seems to suggest that
you change your hypothesis a little; strike
through the statement if it doesn't seem to
have anything to do with your hypothesis.

V. Now you are ready to analyze your
information. You may want to do this with
several other students. Some questions you
may want to consider about each piece of
information are:

A. Do other students have similar
information?

S. Do others have information that refutes
what you have?

C. Is your information accurate?

D. Can you identify certain assumptions the
data implies?

1%i
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E Does the data conflict with accepted
principles and/or theories?

F. Does the data come from a source of
established creditability?

G. Can you detect propaganda techniques
being used in any of the data?

H. Can you identify different values positions
your data implies?

1. Does the data raise some definitional
issues?

J. Is the data relevant to your hypothesis?

K. What is the source? Does the source
have a point of view or a bias?

L Is the information factual or an opinion?

M. Is the information important or just a
minor point?

VI. You are now ready to pull all of the
information together. This is called
synthesizing. As a result of gathering.
organizing, and analyzing the information can
you decide what side of the issue the weight
of the information is on? Can you sum it
up? In other words, in a few sentences. can
you state or write, "In general, my
information seems to show that..."

VII. Now state your conclusion (generalization).
In other words, what do you think about the
issue now? Try to write in one sentence. Is
your conclusion the same as your original
hypothesis? Is your conclusion based upon
your data and analysis? Is it the opposite of
your original hypothesis? Is it somewhere in
between? State or write at least five reasons
for your conclusion.

VIII. Now evaluate what you have done. What
have you learned about the issue? What
have you learned about how to examine an
issue?



PART THREE

TIME AND SPATIAL RELATIONSHIP SKILLS
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TIME AND SPATIAL RELATIONSHIP SKILLS

Major Skill Area Examples

Making Use of a Calendar 1. Identify ongin and purpose of the calendar.
2. Identify the year of a particular .lendar, the number of months in

the year and the number of days in each month.
3. Become familiar with various uses for calendars: appointments.

holidays, planting times 'for vegetables and flowers, historical events,
and so forth.

Relating Dates to Personal
Experience

1. Know your birthday and some important events which have happened
on it in the past.

2. identify the important holidays on a calendar.
3. Keep a calendar of appointments and things you want to do each

day.
4. Associate the moon cycle with calendar days.

Develop Critical Thinking about
Events and Dates

1. Ask students simple questions such as: "Why does school begin in
September and end in June?" "Would another way be better?" and
more complicated questions such as: "Why did World War II (or
some event they are studying) occur when it did and not ten years
earlier?"

2. Ask students to figure out criteria for deciding on what date to hold
a particular event (party, concert, etc.) .

3. Help students to associate holidays or events of the present with past
events (May Day celebration originating with the struggle for the eight
hour day in the 1880's, for example).

Developing and Using Vocabulary 1. Short time, long time
of Time Expressions 2. Currently, presently, momentarily

3. Future, past. present
4. A little while
5. Soon, shortly

Placing Related Events in
Chronological Order

1. List in order 10 activities you have done for fun over the last six
months.

2 Make up a time line of important events in you and your family's life
together. -..

3. List the steps leading up to the _ ___ (whatever event
they _are studying in history or science).
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PART FOUR

SEQUENTIAL STEPS IN ACCURATE INTERPRETATION
AND CONSTRUCTION OF TABLES AND GRAPHS
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SEQUENTIAL STEPS IN ACCURATE
INTERPRETATION AND CONSTRUCTION OF TABLES AND GRAPHS

MAJOR SKILL AREA TABLES GRAPHS

ABILITY TO IDENTIFY THE
PURPOSE.OR TOPIC OR A TABLE
OR GRAPH

1 Locates the bile of the table_

2. Identifies the purpose or topic of the table.

1 Locates the title of the graph_

2. Identifies the topic or purpose of the graph
through use of the title.

ABILITY TO INTERPRET
INFORMATION PRESENTED IN A
TABLE OR GRAPH

3 Locates the vertical columns of the table,

4 Identifies the units used in each vertical
column of the table

5 Locates the horizontal rows of the table.

6 Identifies the units used in each horizontal
row of the table_

7 Finds sperlsc facts through proper use of the
table celumns and rows.

8 Interprets the table to find the most, least.
largest, smallest. etc.

3. Locates the vertical axis of the graph.

4_ identifies the units used in the vertical axis of
the graph.

5 Locates the horizontal axis of the graph.

6_ Identifies the units used in the horizontal axis
of the graph.

7 Finds specific facts through proper use of the
graph's horizontal and vertical axes.

8. Interprets the graph to find the most, least.
largest, smallest. etc.

AI:slut, TO DRAW (00NL.LuSIONS
FROM INFORMATION PRESENTED
IN A TABLE OR GRAPH

a f uirns generalizations based on data given in
the table,

10 Predicts trends or tendencies that go beyond
data given in the table.

9_ Forms generalizations based on data given in
the graph.

10. Predicts-trends or tendencies that go beyond
data given in the graph,

ABILITY TO TRANSLATE RAW
DATA INTO SIMPLE TABLES OR
GRAPHS

II. Recognizes a table as a method of presenting
quantitative data,

12 Recognizes data suitable for table (tabular)
presentation,

13 Selects appropriate units for use in presenting
data.

14. Translates data onto the selected units in
order to construct a table.

15_ Constructs a table from appropriate raw data_

11. Recognizes a graph as a method of
presenting quantitative data.

12, Recognizes data suitable for graphic
presentation.

13. Selects appropriate symbolic units for use in
presenting data.

14. Translates data into the selected symbolic
units in order to construct a graph.

15. Constructs a graph from appropriate raw data.

..

N--

.

1 't I

ADDITIONAL SKILL INFORMATION
IS LISTED ON PAGES 131 AND 132
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TABLES
A TABLE HAS NO PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION

Spelling Tests

I 2 3 4 5

Dora 85 63 94 72 91

Jane 96 78 84 92 80
Tom 72 53 68 65 72
Bob 81 69 74 83 63
Jack 67 73 83 78 82
Ruth 73 66 56 66 74

Weather ReportJanuary

City
Number of Days

Cloudy Clear

Buffalo 22 2
Chicago 15 10

Cincinnati 16 10

Duluth 12 9
Kansas City 13 11

Per Cent of Students Absent
Each Day One Week from Four
Junior High Schools in Altown

School Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri.

A
B
C
D

3
4
2
3

2
7
4
8

1_
3
1

4

2
5
3
4

4
6
2
6

Speeds in m.p.h. of
Four Airplanes at Six Different

Points in a Cross-Country Race

Plane 1 2 3 4 5 6

W 530 530 520 540 550 540
X 550 570 600 560 580 590
Y 470 490 510 500 510 520
Z 560 570 580 590 580 600

Iii
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GRAPHS
A GRAPHUSES PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION

Number of seventh grode suglents enrolled at

Belt Junior High School

700

1956 1957 1958 1959 1960

Yeor

VERTICAL BAR GRAPH

1961

40

35

30

25'

20'

15'

10'

5'

0'
9

Temperature Chart

10 11 12 1 2

PM.
time of day

A.M.

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

LINE GRAPH

Jefferson

Atlantic

Clearnew

Ricerstdc

East

Individual R g l vents

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 IR 20 22 24 26 28

Score

HORIZONTAL BAR GRAPH

July 1-6

July 7-13

July 14-20

July 21-27

July 28-Aug. 2

Aug. 3.9

Weekly sales of Acme Auto Sales, Inc.

Ef3 eD tiaD fD t2Z
6;9

6f2 f2:/) e';9 6E2;3

e7)
6Ei9 4a 6E)

ft2a et

6t1Z) represents one automobile

PICTOGRAPH

51(X/each 5.1

Prices of
Playhouse Seats

CIRCLE GRAPH

1 3 -1.

6

5

4

3
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Pupils in the Alexander School by Gra les®-1!1
kegt: '

F "elR'k

.611.4 1&04142o2Pre WholimmumNomm;way 192 !A ,taIMIIMIIMMIIIBErtmummano
0 5

Girls Et]
Boys 101

10 15 20

Number of Pupils

DIVIDED BAR GRAPH
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PART FIVE

SKILLS IN DEVELOPING INTER- PERSONAL
RELATIONS AND GROUP PARTICIPATION
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SKILL

Willingness To Accept People's Differences

Suggested Grade
Level Name and Description of Activity

K-3 Talk about reasons older brothers and sisters may resent having their younger brother tagging
along. Do younger kids resent older kids being able to do and go more places than they go?
(Feelings)

The teacher should help children draw comparison from films, stories, filmstrips, reports. etc. on
foreign holidays and foreign children.

4-6 A class divided "Blue Eyes-Brown Eyes." The children in the class are divided according to
eye color or height, wearing glasses, etc.then one group is given favoritismfirst in line o!
extra recess. etc. Discussion of why the preferential treatment and how it feels to be
discriminated against.

7-12 Rumor Clinic: select a picture of some event that is timely and may be controversial.
Suggested: old white man moving down a crowded street walking thrOugh a crowd of several
black young people. Select five students-one remains and views- the picture. -the other four
remain outside the class. the first then tells what he saw from the picture, who in turn tells
the second and so on.

OuestIons: Why did the picture change so drastically from the first person who actually viewed
it to the version of the last person?

Accept Others Differences: Imagine that you are riding in your car with your parents and you
see a boy and girl hitching a ride. Boy long hair, beard, neither wearing shoes. In a sentence
or two write down what thoughts pass through your mind as you drive past. Get student
replies: word or phrases which describe them are compiled on the board. Ask class to get into
groups of five. Tell class that groups of five would no longer qualify. New rule: group can only
have four members. QUESTIONS: How -did you feel when I asked you to get into groups?
When I told you to reduce from five to four, how did you feel? How did you feel when you
found you were still in the group. Ask the rejected members how they felt. Goal: accepting
people who appear to be different.*

'Lyons. Harold. Learning to Feel. Feeling to Learn. Columbus. Ohio. Merrill Co.. 1971. Pp. 206-209.

SKILL

Give and Accept Constructive Criticism

Suggested Grade
Level Name and Description Of Activity

K-3 Have the children state whether they agree, disagree, are undecided or simply pass on some
statement such as: "Going on hikes is fun for everyone!' Teachers should guide students in
criticizing others' viewpoin1s.

In small groups. define "friendship." Implement the fact that others accept us in spite of our
faults.

4-6 Have a child explain- bicycle safety rules: have the rest of the class comment on the
explanation. Each child will have a Once to explain some sjmilar activity and be questioned
by peers. Be aware children aren't too critical.

Have children give individual reports. Ask other children to criticize the persons' skills in
reporting. (Ex: not talking loud enough, etc.) Be aware children aren't too critical.

134
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4-12 Students act as directors of skits, or leader of any similar activity which involved students
working in groups. After the group has accomplished the task, have them discuss the prOcess
and outcome of the group effort, criticizing and supporting each other and themselves.

7-12 Group should consist of about 5-6 people. Have a person acting as the leader of the group to
stimulate and guide the group. Students participate in group activities such as research and
reporting or discussions of issues or personal experiences such as prejudice they have
experienced. Teachers help the group criticize each other and themselves on the way they mock
together and on their points of view. Teachers need to help students feel these criticisms lead to
growth and greater understanding of people and different points of view.

SKILL

Willingness To Accept Views of Others-

Grade Level Name and Description of Activity

K-3 Discuss school, classroom, or playground rules. Discuss reasons for these rules and why the
school has these regulations.

K-6 Each child thinks of a time one of his parents praised or punished him for something. Ask him
to give the circumstances and ask others to comment on why the parent acted in this fashion.

4-6 Value situationsTopics: honesty, affection, respect, etc. (Open-ended stories, which allow
students' values to be reflective in the conclusions they arrive at.)

K-12 Discussion Groups for each grade level (approximately 5-6 people).

Students are to list as many different interpretations as possible of what they think an
individual has "said". Statements are made more complex as the grade level increases.

7-12 1. Have students bring in articles from foreign newspapers if possible, and compare
differences in views.

7-t12

2. Have students bring in articles and editorials from major' U. S. newspapers in order to
make a comparative study. A comparative study would include length of article, position in

paper, use of pix, use of quotes and summary of views. Comparison of editorials and
cartoons should be included.

3. Study how religious ideas are reflected in people's life-styles. Use resource speakers as
sources of information in order to make comparisons.

The following book is recommended for teachers of U. S. History.

Robinson. Donald W., Editor, As Others See Us: International Views of American History.
Boston: Houghton-Mifflin Co.. 1969

13
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SKILL

Practices Courteous Behavior and Observes Rules of Discussion and Debate

Grade Level Name and Description of Activity

K-3 1.

4-6 1.

2.

7-12 1.

Children will observe transparencies or pictures. Discuss the ways courteous behavior is
shown in the pictures. Group discussion of ways courteous behavior is shown to us at
home, school. etc., -,with and without words.

Have the children make up separate manners for school and home. Discuss the
necessities for these manners. The children role-play the listed manners. Use charts for
scoring fellow classmates on these various manners (for one week) discuss and evaluate
the unit.

Develop courteous behavior: invite and introduce peopleplan a Mother's Day Tea, send
invitations, plan program, etiquette, etc.

Steps in Discussion

a. Define the problem
b. Analyze the problem
c.. Collect and organize all necessary facts
d. Consider different solutions
e. Evaluate your conclusions
1. Reporting back to total group.

2. Rules, or Oebate .

OPENING SPEECHES
(10 min. or less)

-1st Affirmative

FIRST SPEAKER:
1. Defines the terms of the resolution

2. Gives the reasons why the resolution
should stand as is

1st Negative

SECOND SPEAKER: -

1. Gives reasons why the resolution should
not stand as it is.

2. Attacks the ideas presented in-the 1st
affirmative speech.

2nd Affirmative

THIRD -SPEAKER:
1. Answers remarks of 1st negative.

2. Gives support to arguments of the 1st
affirmative.

3. Presents a plan to carry out the
resolution.

1
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2nd Negative

FO_ URTH SPEAKER:
1. Attacks the arguments .of both affirmative

speakers.

2. Reinforces the arguments of the 1st
negative.

3. May present a counter plan to change
the resolution.



REBUTTALS
(5 minutes or less)

1st Negative:

Summarizes the debate so far in the
negatives favor.

1st Affirmative:

Answers the negative and reaffirms the
affirmative point of view.

JP.

2nd Negative:

Gives strong final attack against the
affirmative point of view and restates reasons
why the resolution must not stand.

2nd Affirmative:

Gives summary of the debate in his favor
thus far and makes a final statement as to
why the resolution must stand.

DEBATE JUDGING SHEET

WON

PO
1st

NTS
2nd

AFFIRMATIVE LOST WON

POINTS
1st

NEGATIVE LOST

NAME 1st

2nd

NAME 1st

2nd 2nd

Convincing Arguments -
0-10

. .

Convincing Arguments
0-10

Speaking Ability
0-5

Speaking Ability
0-5

.
Preparation, organization quotes,
charts, and evidence

0-10

-
Preparation, organization quotes,
charts, and evidence

0-5

-Effectiveness
1ST AFFIRM 2ND AFFIRM
Was the 'Did the 2nd
resolution affirm adapt to
clearly induced negative
and analized? arguments?

0-15

Effectiveness
Did both negatives adapt by
answering the attacks as well as
refuting the basic arguments of
the affirmatives?

0-20

Rebuttals: General effectiveness of
final summary. No new eviaence
may be introduced unless in direct
support of a previous point.

0-10

Rebuttals: General effectiveness of
final summary. No new evidence
may be introduced unless in direct
support of a previous, point.

0-10
.

Note that point possibilities differ
between affirmative and negative
on preparation and effectiveness.

.

Note that point possibilities differ
between affirmative and negative
on preparation and effectiveness.

Team
Total
of 100
Pnssihlp

Comments (optional)

1 ft i

Team
Total
of 100
Possible

Comments (optional)
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SKILL

Planning: How Does an individual or a Group Organize and Plan a Task?

Grade Level Name and Description of Activity

1. Creative Play:. plan play for certain action-examples: go to bed, make a cake. Children
should notice what parts others play in their task (i.e.. parents. friends).

2. Ask a student to explain why we must have rules to play a game such as Duck. Duck
Goose, etc.

4-6 1. Have a student give directions to home from school, to another building.

2. Have a student give directions on how to assemble something: for example. a model
airplane.

3. Brainstorming is a well-known, widely used problem solving tool. It encourages participants
to use their imaginations and be creative. It helps elicit numerous solutions to any given
problem, i.e.. What shall we name this product? What should I do in this situation? How
can we overcome this obstacle? In the area of values, it is very helpful in eliciting
alternatives.

. Rules for Brainstorming

1. No evaluation of any kind is allowed in a thinking-up session. If you judge and
evaluate ideas as they are thought up, people tend to become more concerned with
defending their ideas than with thinking up new and better ones. Evaluation must be
ruled out.

2. Everyone is-encouraged to think up as wild ideas as possible. It is easier to tame
down a wild idea than to pep up a bland idea. In fact, if wild ideas are not
forthcoming in a brainstorming session, it is usually evidence that the individual
participants are censoring their own ideas. They are thinking twice before they spout
out an idea for fear that they may come up with a silly one and sound foolish.

3. Quantity is encouraged. Quantity eventually breeds quality. When a great number of
ideas come pouring out in rapid succession, evaluation is generally ruled out. People
are free to give their imaginations wide range, and good ideas result.

4. Everyone is encouraged to build upon or modify the ideas of others. Combining or
modifying previously suggested ideas often leads to new ideas that are superior to
those that sparked them.

7-12 Have students keep a diary or chart for one week showing how they organize and plan each
day (time they set aside for doing homework, for ex., watching television, visiting friends,
playing outside, helping with housework, etc.) . The chart could also snow what activities were
planned_for them. At the end of the week have them evaluate their ability to organize and
plan tasks, to carry out activities that are important to them and to have some control over
what they do with their time (for example, do they just drift from one activity to the next or
do they decide what, they want- to do most). After this evaluation, have them keep the chart
for another week and evaluate to what extent changes in their behavior haye occurred.

1. Role Playing:

Step Type Function

1. Warm up Problem definition

Participation

introduce problem and set
climate

Focus attention and initiate
discussion
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Step Type Function

2. Select panic pants Conceptualization of roles Get students to feel roles

Activityspecific Select participants

3. Set the stage Activityspecific Set line of action

Conceptualization of roles Restate roles, if necessary

Activityspecific Get inside problem situation

4. Prepare the observers Activityspecific Assign observation tasks

5. Enact Participation Begin role play
Maintain role play

Reflection and summary Break role play

Activityspecific Monitor enactment

6. Discuss and evaluate Participation Open up discussion

Analysis of feelings Analyze feelings

Analysis of behavioral reality Probe reality

Consequences of action Analyze events

Reflection and summary Summarize ideas

Behavioral alternatives Elicit proposals

Activityspecific Monitor enactment

Reenact Same as 5

. Discuss and evaluate Same as 6

9. Share experiences and
generalize

Reflection and summary Summarize ideas

"Those Teaching Strategies for the Social Studies- by Joyce, Well and Wald. SRA. Chi6go. IL.
1972.

2. Versailles Game:

Divide the class into five groups to study the treaty of Versailles. Have one group check into
the personality and characteristics of President Wilson of the U. S. Another group Clemanceau
of France. Third group Lloyd George of Great Britain. Fourth group Orlando of Italy. Fifth
group into the influences of Leninthough he wasn't present at the meetingwhat part did he
play in influencing the four great men present at fhe meeting?

Have one or several members take on the roles of the men they are investigating and have
them re-enact a mock meeting at Versailles.

3. Plan a Trip:

Cost. itinerary, time. how to get a passport, how to exchange money. etc.

isJ
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SKILL

Did the Group Contribute to the Accomplishment of the Task?

Grade Level Name and Description of Activity

K-3 1_ Monster Faces: First draw picture of face. Then children are grouped for special projects.
First group for cutting oval shapes for all the children. Second group place facial features
on the faces. Third group place hair (confetti) on the face. Fourth group color or paint
the faces: Fifth group inspect. examine and if completed satisfactorily, hang on bulletin
boards.

Making valentines: The task of making valentines is divided into any number (8-9-10-11) of
tasks. The children plan and perform each task. An assembly line will not work well unless
each child does their task.

4-6 1. Suggestions for mural or bulletin board

Sea Life: Each student contributes his own fish and the entire class fills the water and
seascape in.

Forest Wildlife: Each student contributes an animal of the forest and the total class designs
the trees.

2. Block Affair

Several mini-murals: Students living on the same block draw their block each filling in
their own homes and the group finishes the mural by drawing the rest of the houses on
the block.

3. Panel discussion on a given topic in social studies, science, or whatever.

4. Do a play on a story from their reading book.

7-12 1. Class Skit. Students are divided into groups for a) writing skit, b) costumes. c) props. d)
technical and e) set design. Rehearsals are held where students see the importance of
each part in order that the skit be given.

2. Have the students who are working on a project keep time journals describing the amount
of time each student has put into the project and what he or she did during the time.
Then compare the journals and discuss the difference in working on the project by doing
research and working by just thinking of ways to approach the project or present the
project.

3. In small groups (after a problem is selected). students will be assigned one of Fenton's 9
analytical questions.

a) What was the immediate cause for the event?

b) Had there been a background of agitation for the principles victorious during this
episode?

c) Were personalities involved on either side whose strengths or weaknesses may have
helped to determine the outcome of the struggle?

d) Were any new and. potent ideas stimulating the loyalty of a considerable number of
people?

ej How did the economic groups line up on the issue?

f) Were religious forces active?
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gj Did any new technological developments influence the situation?

h) Can the events be partially explained by weakened or strengthened institubonsl

ih Was the physical environment itself a factor in the situation?

Bulletin board divided into nine spaces. students are to look for pictures illustrattng
assigned question.

Pictures are then selected and with the use of the Kodak Ektagraphic Visualmaker. a
media presentation can be -developed.

SKILL

Anticipating Consaquancas of Group Discussion or Action

Grade-Level

K-3 1.

2.

4-6 1.

7 -12 1.

Name and Description of Activity

Role play: Where one boy cannot go to the movies because of lack of funds. or is left
out of a game.

Discuss safety rules (in school. out of school)

Divide the class into groups. Each group is assigned the swim tasksuch as developing
playground rules, classroom rules, dress code. etc.; then each group will be given a chance
to enforce their rules for one week. After each group has put its plan into effect. hold a.
discussion on which rules were workable and which were not.

Consequence Search:

Purpose: The evaluation of consequences is just as important as the search for alternatives;
for if we choose an alternative without thinking about the consequences, we increase the
risk of making a poor choice. This strategy gives'Oudents practice in searching for the
consequences of various alternatives. .

Consequences Grid

Alternative #1: Alternative #2: Alternative #3:

At the top of the grid they are to place, in the appropriate spaces, the three most feasible
solut;ons they developed for one of the vignettes presented in the Alternative Action
Search, or the three best ideas from the Alternatives Search. Then, for each of these three
alternatives, they are to list as many possible consequences as they can think of. This may
be done individually or in groups like those formed during the previous exercises. They
could use the brainstorming method for generating consequences.

Having considered the consequences, students are then asked to re-evaluate their positions.
They may, individually or as a group, re-rank the alternatives or decide to drop one or
more of the alternatives and look for others. If the latter happens, the activity can be
repeated with the newly found alternatives.

This strategy can also be used as an independent activity. Then the teacher asks the
students to list at the top of the first column an action or 'decision they would like to
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make. At the top of the second and third column they put two alternatives or variations
for the action or decision. They then continue as previously described. listing all the
consequences and re-evaluating their choices.

Sometimes a student can only think of one poc-sibifity in a particular problem. in such a
case, he can list that alternative at the top of the hist column and put Not doing
alternative #1' at the top of the second column. (No: to choose is also to make a choice:
thus. there are always at least two alternatives.) He can then explore the consequences of
following and not following his choice.

2.. Rocket Ship: The world is about to end; however, there is a chance for a select few to
survive on another planet identical to earth. A group of men in Washington must decide
upon ten people to go on a fifth rocket to this new planet. They can be professional
people if the committee so desires. or non-professional. There will be four Other rockets
with ten families on each, who were selected by random sampling. Where will the rockets
land? Who will be the ten people on the fifth rocket and what supplies would they take
with them? The students must answer these questions in 30 minutes.

3. Survival in North Woods: Have the students simulate an "exercise in survival." Each
student will receive an hypothetical $100.00 from the Federal government. With this sum he
or she is to plan the purchase of everything needed for a three month period while
isolated in the remotest part of the Nicolet National Forest in northern Wisconsin. Each
student shall make a fist of the item purchased, the cost of each item, and the place of
purchase. Select several students to read their lists to the class; allow the class to ask
questions concerning the reason for purchase or reason why.....rstain necessary items were
not purchased.

SKILL

Develop Ability to Listen Carefully

Grade Level Name and Description of Activity

K-3 Have a child state what he or she had for breakfast or some other simple statement of fact.
Go around the group and have several children repeat what the first child said to see how
well he listened.

Students pick one or two partners to share the interesting points of a holiday. activity, or
school for 5 minutes. Then they exchange partners to share another topic for 5 minutes. After
this activity, they are asked to close their eyes and think about these topics.

4-6 Divide into groups (4-6). Select any topic for discussion in which students are interested.
Anyone may begin the discussion and say whatever he wishes to say on the topic. The second
person to speak must repeat the essence of what the first person has said. The first person
must approve what the second person has said. If a person cannot repeat what was said
before, he is not allowed to offer his own point of view.

Rumor Clinic: Five students leave the room while the first child views a picture and describes
it to second who can't see the picture. Second child repeats what they have heard to a third
child who can't see the picture and so on through re-statements. Rest of the class notices the
difference between statements of student No. 1 and student No. 6. (Tape record statement #1
and #6.)

7-12 Public Interview: Get volunteers who would like to be interviewed publicly about their beliefs,
feelings, and actions. Teacher asks questions, and answer must be honest but may say pass if
they do not want to answer. Participant may quit by saying "Thank you"may also ask the
teacher any questions they were asked.

Listening Test I; Radio Commercials

We usually listen to only about 25% of what someone says. Immediately following on the tape
are back-to-back hard hitting radio commercials for which the student is instructed only to
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listen. After the two commercials the narrator gives the student 15 seconds to identify the
products advertised (a car wax and an engine additive) by writing them on paper. (Fifteen
seconds of blank tape is provided as a timing device). Many will not have listened properly
and will be unable to name the products. Others, aware that the commercials are part of a
listening test. will listen for details while forgetting the products. Most participants respond to
this first listening test correctly, or nearly so. The second example is much more difficult.

Listening Test II: Group Discussion

Next on a tape is a one-minute excerpt from an unrehearsed group discussion among three
girls. The discussion is about the drama workshop class they take. After the discussion the
narrator poses five true-false questions. Three, four, or five out of five correct answers is
better than average for this test. The narrator then presents the theory of an "earlid": what we
usually can "forgetting" is not really a brain failure, but a psychological mechanism motivated
by not wanting to remember.

Listening Test Ill: Following Directions

To demonstrate this theory of the "earfid" the narrator gives a listening tes' without warning.
Students are asked to write the following on their papers:

I

II A B C
Ill

(Twenty seconds of blank tape is provided for this exercise.)

Often a surprisingly large number of participants fail to write the Roman numerals and letters
correctly. Note that the narrator asks for Roman numerals and the capital letters A. B. and C.
If a large part of the group passes the test, they are paying closer than average attention to
the tapes.

i 4'3
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PART SIX

DEVELOPING QUESTIONING SKILLS FOR
SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHERS
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Developing Questioning Skills for Social Studies Teachers

The foliorang list contains the most common types of questions that could be asked by teachers in elementary
social studies classes.

.

QUESTION TYPE SAMPLE QUESTIONS

I. IDENTIFICATION 1. Who is it?

2. What is it?

3. Where did it take place?

4. Can you define . .

II. DESCRIPTIVE 1. What happened?

2. What are they doing?

3. What is going on?

4. How many different kinds are there?

5. How long is it?

6. What did it look like?

III. COMPARATIVE 1. How are they different from each other?

2. How are they similar?

IV. HISTORICAL 1. When did it get started?

2. How did it get started?

3. Has it changed from the way it used to be?

4. What have they found to be true in the past?

5. Which came first?

6. What is their chronological order?

V. CAUSE AND EFFECT 1. What caused him to behave that way?

2. Why did it turn out that way?

3. How could the situation have turned out differently?

rt

4. If _ had happened, what might have been the effect?

"I ii .,
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VI. PREDICTION 1. What's going to happen next?

2. How will it end?

3. From what you know of the situation. how might it change
years from now?

VII. CREATIVE I. What would happen if I .

2. What would you do if . .

3. How can we show . . . ?

4. How could we organize . . . ?

5. Can you develop a new way?

VIII. RESEARCH 1. How can we find out?

2. Where can we locate resources?

3. Are these observations reliable?

. How valid are our data?

Where did you get your information?

Which are facts and which are opinions?

r. What reason or evidence can you give?

S

IX. VALUE INQUIRY 1. Which way is best?

2. Is ,that a good way for things to end?

3. What was the., author's purpose. bias or prejudice?

4. For what reason would you favor . .. ?

X. RELEVANCE OR
APPLICATION

1. How does this apply to me?

2. How does this idea or generalization apply to other situations?

3. What can we do to apply or implement our conclusions?

4, How can we use these materials?

14{i
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Taxonomy of Questions

Underlying Ideas

1, AU thinking can be classified into seven hinds whic.h
have been named memory, translation, interpretation.
application. analysis. synthesis. and evaluation.

2. The categories of questions fit all subjects.

3. .Every category of questions has easy questions
appropriate for young students or slow learners.

'See classroom Questions. What Rinds' by Norris Sanders.
U Y Harper and Row. 1966

Every category also has other questions that are
challenging enough for bright students.

4. The definitions of the seven kinds of questions
overlap somewhat so that equally knowledgeable
experts often differ on the best classification of a
certain question. This need not bother classroom
teachers.

5. By knowing the definitions of the kinds of questions, a
teacher can make certain that her students have
practice in all kinds of thinking.

Memory Questions

A memory question asks students to recall or recognize
ideas presented to them previously in reading or listening.
Memory questions can require the student to recall a
single fact or a much more involved idea.

Examples of Memory Questions:

Conditions for this question: The students have read
that Washington. D.C. is the capital of the United
States.
Question: What is the name of the capital of the
United-States?

2. Conditions for this question:*The teacher has given
the definitions of "solid," "liquid." and "gas."
Examples were displayed of each.
Question: What is the definition of a solid? What is
the definition of a liquid? What is the definition of a
gas?

3. Conditions for this question. The students have
learned the products manufactured in their
community.
Question: Check each of the following that are
manufactured in our community:
_cement _aluminum _automobiles

4. Conditions for this question: The students have
drilled on their multiplication tables.
Question: Solve these problems: 5 2 6

X4 X6 X7

5. Conditions for this question: The students have
studied a list of spelling words. The teacher reads the
list.
Question: Spell these words correctly: animal

snowman
right
funny
mouse

Translation Questions

In translation the student is presented an idea and then
is asked to restate exactly the same idea in a different
way.

Examples of Translation 'Questions:

1. Conditions'for this question: The student has read a
paragraph in the textbook.
Question: Now tell me in your own words what you
read.

2, Conditions for this question: The teacher has
explained how a store owner buys food from farmers
and sells it to families in the neighborhobd.
Question: The teacher assigns students to play roles
of store keeper, farmers, and family' members. In a

socto-drama the students are to act out the roles that
the teacher explained to them.

3. Conditions for this question: Students have read the
story "The Ant and the Grasshopper."
Question: Tell what happened in the story.

4. Conditions for this question: The teacher displays a
picture of men cutting wheat with a scythe.
Question: Tell what you see in the picture.

5. Conditions for this question: The teacher
demonstrates the operation of a siphon.
Question: Draw a picture of the siphon you were
shown.

1 4 i
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Interpretation Questions

The question asks the student to compare certain ideas
or to use an idea that he or she studied previously to
solve a new problsm. The idea may be in the form of a
skill, definition, law, rule, or generalization. The student
doesn't have to figure out which idea is to be used -in
interpretation because the question or the classroom
context tells this. The question can be in short-answer or
discussion form. Usually the answer is quite objective. In
other words, there is usually a right answer which the
teacher expects the students to reason out.

Examples of Interpretation Questions:

1. Conditions for this question: The students have
studied the generalization that warm air rises.
Question: If you place a thermometer on the top shelf
of a refrigerator and another on the bottom shelf,
which would show the lowest temperature? Another
qyestion on a test the next day: Why don't grocery,
stores put frozen food onto refrigerated shelves such
as those used for the canned goods, rather than
containers which are open on the,top but closed on
the sides?

2. Conditions for this question: The students have
studied temperature, rainfall, and topography maps
of the United States. They may use these maps in
answering the question. In addition they are given a
dot map showing where cotton is grown in the United
States.
Question: In what range of temperature, rainfall, and
topography is cotton grown in the United States?

3. Conditions for this question:After seeing a film on
customs of marriage and bringing up a family in an
African society the students are asked:

Question: In what ways are the marriage and family
customs in the movie similar to those in our society
and in what ways different?

4. Conditions for this question: The teacher has
explained the generalizations that the amount of
money men earn depends on such. things. as the
following: (1) jobs which require more training or
education usually pay more than jobs which require
less training or education; (2) Jobs which require
talents which few people have, pay more than jobs
which require talents which most people have.
Question: Which do you think earns most in each
pair? Tell why in each case.

A. A teacher or a window washer
B. An engineer who designs highways or a

truck driver
C. A house painter or star baseball

player

5. Conditions for this question: The teacher has
instructed students in the definitions of the shape of
a rectangle and a triangle. (The students know their
colors.)
Question: Color all rectangles red and all triangles
green. Don't color any other shapes.

A

Application Questions

Application questions are similar to interpretation
questions in that students are to use ideas learned
previously in problems new to the students. However,
application goes one step further. In an interpretation
question the students must show that they can use an
idea when they are told specifically to do so. In an
application question the students must show that they can
use an idea when they are not told to do so but when the
problem demands it. In other words application calls for
the transfer of training to new situations.

Examples of Application Questions:

1. Conditions for this question: In language arts class
the teacher has taught students how to use an index
and table of contents. Later in a social studies class
the teacher asks this question:
Question: Find the page in our social studies book
which tells about Booker T. Washington. (The
question would have been interpretation if asked this
way: Use the index to find the page in your social
studies text which tells about Booker T. Washington.)
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2. Conditions for this question: The students have been

taught to write complete sentences. Sometime later
the class takes a trip to a dairy.
Question: Write a letter to Mr. Jones thanking him for
showing us the dairy. (The teacher expects that
students will write complete sentences. The same
question would have called for interprelation if the
teacher had added, "Be sure to write complete
sentences.")

3. Conditions for this question: A.class has studied the
main regions of the United States. This included
consideration of climate, topography, crops,
population, vegetation, manufacturing, and
agriculture. At the end of the year the teacher
displays a half dozen big landscape pictures.
Question: Study each picture carefully and then
name a state in which you think the picture might
have been taken. Give as many reasons as you can
why you think your location might be in the state you
name.



4. Conditions for this question; The students have
learned subtraction. In science class the students
were studying the hatching of eggs.
Question: We put the eggs in the incubator on March
4. The first chick hatched on March 25. How many
days did it take the first egg to hatch?

5. Conditions for the question: The students have
studied the ideas of "specialization" and "division of

. -
labor" in their social studies class. The class is going
to make 10 identical Christmas window decorations.
Each involves about sbvsfeps of cutting and folding
and pasting.
Question:How might we organize ourselves to make
these decorations most easily? (The question would
be interpretation if asked this .way: How can we use
division of labor and specialization to make these
decorations?)

Analysis Questions

Analysis questions are always preceded by instruction
in some logical process. Some of the most useful logical
processes are classification. induction, deduction. Cause
and effect, informal fallacies, semantic problems and
psychological obstacles to thinking. An analysis question
asks the student to solve a problem with a conscious
observance of the rules for good' thinking of the type
called for-by the problem.

Examples of Pnalys!s questions:

1. Conditions for this question: A primary teacher
explained to tier class that some ideas don't go
together (contradiction). For example, it is silly to
believe a man is both tall and short.
Question: What is silly or funny about this story?
Johnny had one dime. He went to the grocery store
and spent the dime to buy candy. Next he went to the
drug store and spent the dime for a comic book.
After this he was tired so he went home and put the
dime in his piggy bank.

2. Conditions for this question: The students have been
given explanations of three rules for Classification:
(A) Vocabulary clear in meaning; (B) Sufficient
classes to include all data; (C) Classes discrete.
Question: What problems do you see in grouping
mankind under the headings of white race, black
race, and yellow race?

3. Conditions for this question: The class has studied
the nature of induction and common errors' in
induction.
Question: A geography book stated that the
prevailing wind in Wisconsin is from the west. The
students in a class in Wisconsin wished to test this
generalization inductively. They decided that the
prevailing wind meant that the wind came from the
west most of the time. During science class every
school day for a week they sent a student to look at a
weather vane on top of the school and record the.
wind direction. The results were:

Monday: West Thursday: West
Tuesday: East Friday: North
Wednesday: South

The class studied the results and concluded that the
geography book was wrong, because, in order for the
prevailing wind to be from -the west, the results
should have shown a west wind on at least three out
of the five days. Telt why you agree or disagree with
the class conclusion. How would you improve the
procedure for testing the conclusion?

4. Conditions for this question: The students have
studied induction and the nature of the inductive
leap.
Question: Following are figures on life expectancy at
birth in Massachusetts. This state Was the only one to
gather these figures during the period from 1855 to
1902.

Life Expectancy at 'Birth in Masachusetfs (In Years)

1900-1902 46.07

1893-1897 44.09

1890 42.50

1878-1882 41:74

1855 . 38.70

Check air the conclusions that are justified for a
historian to draw. Assume the figures are reasonably
accurate.

The life expectancy from birth in
Massachusetts increased 8.37 years
from 1855 to 1902.
Life expectancy rose almost ten years
in Massachusetts from 1855-1902 and
probably rose comparably in other
New England states.
Life expectancy rose in New England
from 1855-1902.
Life expectancy was on the rise in the
U.S. from 1855 to 1902.

Be prepared to defend your choices.

1 4 9
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Synthesis Questions

The question asks the student to create something. The
product to be created may be a physical object, a
communication, a plan of operations, or a set-of abstract
relations. In other kinds of thinkidg there may also be
products but the distinctive thing about synthesis is the
great freedom students have in deciding what is to be
created and how it is to, be-created. A syntheSis question
never has one correcLresponse. There are always many
good answers which studentS may work oil.

Examples of Synthesis Questions:

1. Cohditions for this question: The students have read
a story called "Indian, Bill." One student said he
didn't like the way the story turned out. The teacher
then assigned this synthesis question:
Question: Write a different ending to the story of
"Indian Bill."

Conditions for this question: A kindergarten class is
preparing a Christmas program. The students learn
Ongs , and then act out parts Of the song. For
xample, the students crouch and waddle during a

duck song. The children learned a new song about an
old car which rattles and shakes.
Question: Think of something we can do which would
show how the car might look.

Evaluation

The students are asked to make a value judgment of
some product, communication, event, or situation. By a
value judgment is meant a rating of something as being
good or sad; in other cases .the judgment is of right or
wrong; or perhaps beautiful or ugly. Part of the answer
always requires the students to tell what considerations
led him to make the judgment.

A value judgment is never provable. The best that can
be done is to present good supporting evidence.

Examples of Evaluation Questions:

1. Conditions for this question: Students in a school are
putting on a science fair. The sixth-graders have been
asked to write an;articie.for the city newspaper telling
about the fair and-inviting the public to attend. The
teacher selects ten of the best articles and runs off
enough ditto copies for each student without
including the names of the student authors.
Question: Choose the article that you think should go
into the newspaper. Write a paragraph telling why
you think it is the best one. (The original writing of
the articles is a good example of synthesis.)

3. Conditions for ..this question: The students are
studying poetry in language and about astronomy in -
science.
Question: Write a poem about a star.

4. Conditions for this question: ihe teacher plays the
car music, the duck music, and the wolf music from
Peter and the Wolf but doesn't play the part of the
record iiihich gives the story.
Question: Tell what each of these three musical
selections makes you think of. (After responding the
student can listen to the record and see what the
-composer had in mind. This latter is not synthesis
thinking but probably makes the lesson more
interesting. The synthesis thinking is the response to
the original question.)

5. Conditions for-this question: A box is to be inserted
into .:ornerstone of a new school:The students in
a class are in charge of filling the box with things that
show who: 't is like to go to school during that time.
Question: What do you think should go into the box?

6. Conditions fdr this question: A teacher suggests that
a visit to a local factory would. help the dais
understand, more about manufacturing. The teacher
says that lite class can plan the field trip.
Question: What must we do to organize the field trip?

Questions

2. Conditions for this question: The students are
studying about using the library.
Question: Suppose a boy took a library book hoMe
and left it on the floor of the living room. His little
brother found the book and tore out some,pages. Do
you think either boy should be punished? Tell why.

3. Conditions for this question: The teacher displays five
contrasting pictures.
Question: Which do you think is the prettiest? Tell
why you chose the one you did.

4. Conditions for this question: The students have
studied the colonial period of United States history.
Question: Did the colonists do right in throwing the
tea over-board at the Boston Tea Party? Tell why.

5. Conditions for this question: The students have read
a story about two brothers. One is a goodathiete but
a poor student. The other is a 'good student but
clumsy and weak.
Question: Which pf these brothers would you rather
be? Tell why.
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More information, resources, bibliographies and
consultant help on skill development can be obtained by
writing to:

Dr. H. Mkhael Hartoonlan
Social Studies Specialist
Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction
126 f.ongdon; Street
Madison, WI 53702

5000-3L50014-75
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